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As more sophisticated space vehicles and orbiting space stations are de­
veloped, onboard data processing and conditioning becomes an imperative system
 
design consideration. The outputs from hundreds or thousands of various sensors
 
in advanced mission payloads are fast exceeding the capacity of available and
 
near-real-time communication systems. In particular, the airborne sensors for
 
earth resources and advanced surveillance have larger amounts of data output
 
as requirements increase for greater area coverage and resolution.
 
Remote sensing of the earth's resources and environment from airborne and
 
satellite-borne sensors is becoming one of the most significant and immedi­
ate applications of the developed space technology to the whole world. The
 
entire spectrum of remote sensing technology will cover sensor design, ground
 
truth study, atmospheric physics, data handling, and data analysis. This study
 
is concerned with data analysis only.
 
The purpose of data analysis in remote sensing problems is to assess or
 
identify some desired characteristics of the sensor's targets through analysis
 
of multispectral (or multimage) data collected by the sensors. These character­
istics may be surface temperature, humidity of the ground, salinity of the
 
ocean, or classifications among different crops and soils. Different applica­
tions mainly require different sensors designed to operate at different ranges
 
of the electromagnetic spectrum, while the methods of data analysis are quite
 
similar in principle. Therefore, it is not necessary to specify any particular
 
applications in order to discuss the data analysis techniques.
 
Since these techniques are to he used for identifying desired character­
istics from some given data measurement, they are really within the region of
 
pattern recognition problems. These problems have a long history of develop­
ments especially in the field of experimental psychology, neurophysiology of
 






Handling and processing of the vast amount of data, which are usually ran­
dom processes, will require compression of the data to smaller quantities of
 
more meaningful parameters. These parameters should characterize the physical
 
phenomena recorded by the various sensors and usually include the mean value,
 
first few orders of central moment, correlation functions, spectral density
 
functions, probability density function, and associated error functions with
 
respect to each evaluated parameter. To handle many sensor outputs simulta­
aneously would require multi-channel data processing. Further, to perform
 




Statistical methods for the analysis of aircraft survey data are being
 
developed by the University of Michigan, Purdue University, and the University
 
of Kansas. All these methods require human intervention to select homogeneous
 
training areas on the ground. Spectroscopic reference signatures are then
 
computed for each training set and all other resolution elements are classified
 
by matching them with all the reference signatures. The University of Michigan
 
uses the correlation computation for the match, i.e., by computing the corre­
lation coefficients between the sample spectrum and the various reference spectra
 
(ref. 1). Purdue University uses more complex Bayesian statistical decision
 
methods for classification (ref. 2). The University of Kansas uses even more
 




Our classification differs from the above techniques in using methods of
 
change analysis for the classification of resolution elements. Human inter­
ventions for the selection of training areas and reference spectra are not
 
needed. The strip map of an electromechanical scanner is subdivided into
 
inventory areas whose resolution elements are homogeneous.
 
Statistical methods for data flow compression and signature enhancement
 
are being developed to improve the utilization of remote earth observations
 
from aircrafts and spacecrafts. The objectives of our present research
 
program are to extend the automatic data flow compression and signature
 








Section II presents analytical consideration and mathematical algorithms
 
for automatic analysis of multispectral data. Section III describes in detail
 
the computer programs developed based on mathematical algorithms presented
 
above. The application of these computer programs to some actual remote
 
sensing data by the University of Michigan multispectral scanner from a air­
craft over some agricultural fields is presented in Section IV. Finally,
 








ANALYTICAL CONSIDERATIONS AND ALGORITHMS 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
Analytical considerations and the corresponding classification algorithms
 
for multispectral data sequences are presented in this section. In order to
 
have a better understanding of the overall problem involved, a survey of pattern
 
recognition problems will be given first. This will be followed by (a) statis­
tical analysis of feature characteristics, (b) statistical test for inventory
 
boundary, (c) boundary enhancement by area smoothing and differentiation, and
 
(d) similarity criteria between different populations. An overall functional
 
block diagram of the data analvsis is shown in Figure 2-1.­
2.2 PATTERN RECOGNITION PROBLEMS - A BRIEF SURVEY 
Pattern recognition techniques are methods for making decisions based on
 
statistical testing. The purpose is to identify a specified pattern from a
 
set of given input measurement or to classify a given input to one of several
 
prescribed categories. The input measurement is usually composed of a set of
 
N numbers of ordered entries (or components) X1 (i = 1,2, . .,N), which may be 
considered as a feature vector X in N - dimensional feature space. The pattern
 
recognition technique is to be used to classify X to one of H categories Cj,
 
j = 1, 2, . .M, based on some criterion of similarity between the input
 
feature and the given patterns.
 
The first important step in any pattern recognition problem is to know the
 
characteristics of the feature vector from a sufficiently large ensemble of
 
presentative samples of every possible category.C i . The necessity of this step
 
is obvious, since, without knowing the characteristic or invariants associated
 
with every pattern category, there is simply no rational basis for identifying
 
them. Some variations in the characteristics of the feature vector always
 
exist and some uncontrollable factors further introduce errors in the measure­
ment of the feature vector. Hence, the logical way to analyze the feature
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mean, rms, probability density of each component, covariance matrix among any
 
two pair of components, etc., from the set of representative samples (usually,
 
called a training set). From these parameters and quantities evaluated, some
 
statistical models may be formulated. These models, expressed in functional
 
form, may replace those often lengthy and volumous numerical values of the
 
feature characteristics. Some particular statistical models such as Gaussian
 




The statistical theory states that if every component of a given feature
 
vector is equally important, then the probability of success for recognizing
 
a certain pattern will increase with the number of the components employed. If
 
every component is not equally important, then the probability of success will
 
depend not only on the number of components employed, but also on their relative
 
importance. Further, a complete statistical description of an ensemble of
 
samples require very large numbers of components to be measured from each
 
sample. It is both impractical and undesirable to do so. This consideration
 
brings out the second important step in pattern recognition, namely, the
 
problem of feature selection. A rationale for feature selection may be stated
 
as follows: "Given the desired accuracy, we want to find the optimum group
 
(or groups) of a predetermined number of components from the feature space so
 
that the probability of error or misrecognition be a minimum." Actually, the
 
optimum feature selection depends on the error criterion chosen, feature
 
characteristics, and algorithms for classification.
 
Assume one has been given the optimum set of measurement vectors, the
 
next step in pattern recognition is to devise some rule by which to classify
 
any given feature measurement into one of several pattern categories. So this
 
is the classification problem. One of the simplest classification methods is
 
to compare the relative distance between the point (in feature space) to be
 
classified to every representative mean point of available pattern categories.
 
The catcgory with the shortest distance to the point under consideration will
 
be assigned as the recognized pattern. Such a simple classification method is,
 
however, quite limited. For example, there may be a situation where making
 







Under such a situation, we want to weigh differently on different pattern
 
categories according to their relative importance. Many more sophisticated
 
classification methods have been developed based on testing hypotheses in
 




In summary, a pattern recognition system consists of three interrelated
 
aspects: feature characteristics analysis, feature selection, and classification
 
algorithms. Each of these aspects will be described in more detail in the
 
following sections including corresponding pertinent bibliographies. A
 
hierarchy of the pattern recognition program is shown in Figure 2-2.
 
2.2.1 Feature Characteristics Analysis 
Because the feature measurement taken in natural situations always involve
 
some influence by the environment, and because some variations also exist in
 
most pattern categories, the logical way to assess the characteristics of the
 
feature vector will be the statistical analysis. More specifically, since the
 
feature vector is of multiple components, a multivariate analysis will be needed.
 
There are many different statistical methods to describe the feature character­
istics in the feature space such as joint probability density, correlation
 
function, spectral density, and characteristic function (which is the Fourier
 
transform of the probability density), just to name a few. In general practice
 
and for simplicity, however, it usually takes some combination of these different
 
types of statistical descriptions in their respective lowest order. In other
 
words, one will usually evaluate at least the following quantities from the
 
representative set of available samples:
 
" Mean vector, which is the ordered mean values of the feature components
 
denoted by = (li P2' "''PN ) .
 
* 	Correlation matrix, which is a matrix of mean products of any two pair
 
of feature components, denoted by R.,.
 
* 	Covariance matrix, which is a matrix of mean products of any two pair
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From the above evaluated parameters and functions some analytical models
 
or approximation of the feature space of the pattern categories may be induced.
 
When the multivariate Gaussian distribution is made, the ensuing analysis
 
on feature selection and classification algorithms can be greatly simplified.
 
This is also the reason why so many approaches developed for pattern recogni­
tion system employ this particular distribution (or model).
 
2.2.2 Feature Selection 
Not every component of the feature vector (or the set of measurement) are
 
equally important for classification. Obviously, those components peculiar
 
to pattern categories are of primary importance. It is also desirable to use
 
as few components as possible to achieve the prefixed accuracy of successful
 
recognition. These two facts suggest the need for an objective study of select­
ing the feature components. The feature selection is closely related to the
 
performance of pattern classification.
 
Generally speaking, the more feature components used, the higher the
 
probability of successful recognition. So, the problem of feature selection
 
might be more rigorously stated as follows: out of a given physically access­
ible or available set of feature components, to select an optimum subset of a
 
prescribed number of feature components such that the probability of successful
 
recognition is maximized. By this definition, the feature selection problem
 
must be analyzed with respect to a particular descision process for pattern
 
recognition. However, this logical approach for feature selection is very
 
complicated. Therefore, several existing methods for the feature selection
 




One approach is to employ a measure of distance between any two (arbitrary)
 
probability density of pattern categories (ref. 4). This measure is called
 
"divergence", which is defined as the difference between two expected values
 
of the likelLhood ratios. The second approach uses the idea of entropy or
 
average information (ref. 5) as criterion for feature selection. This approach
 
calculates a statistic obtained over a large sample set to yield a measure of
 






information of the feature and the pattern classes. The third approach employs
 
Karhunen - Loeve expansion which does not require the a priori knowledge of the
 
probability density of the feature vector. The essence of the expansion is to
 
project the original feature vector onto a less-dimensional vector space spanned
 
by a set of deterministic orthonormal coordinate functions. The expansion has
 
the following optimum properties: (1) it minimizes the mean-square error for
 
the truncated series of the expansion and (2) it minimizes the entropy function
 
defined over the variance of the random coefficient in the expansion (ref. 5).
 
2.2.3 Classification Algorithms 
The classification scheme in pattern recognition is to divide the feature
 
space into some prescribed number of subspaces, each of which will be designated
 
for one of the pattern categories. Different classification schemes differ
 
mainly in the criteria used to establish these subspaces. The separating
 
boundaries between these subspaces are called decision surfaces which can be
 
defined by a set of functions. These functions are called "discriminant func­
tions" and are so chosen that one and only one of them will give the larger
 
value compared to the others for all samples in a particular pattern class 
(i.e., a subspace). That is, for a given feature vector to be classified, 
a finite number of discriminant functions are to be evaluated with this feature 
vector. The function which yields the largest value will assign the input 
feature vector to the pattern category for which this function is designated. 
This scheme may be expressed as follows: Any given feature vector R is classi­
fied as a pattern class C.i (i=l, 2... ,M), if 
gi () > g. (X) for all i # j,
 
where gi (i=l, 2... ,M) are the discriminant functions for class Ci
 -

The classification methods may be divided into two main groups; namely,
 
the parametric method and the nonparametric method. The parametric method
 
is more appropriate for classification when each pattern category can be
 
characterized by a set of parameters obtained from the feature characteristics
 
analysis of the training set. The nonparametric method is more appropriate
 
when no simple realistic assumption can be made on the characteristics of the
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The parametric method may be further divided into two disLinct groups;
 
deterministic and statistical methods. The discrimination functions in the
 
deterministic methods can be either linear or nonlinear in the input feature
 
vector. The linear discriminant functions separate the feature space by hyper­
planes, while the nonlinear discriminant functions divide the feature space
 
into curvilinear hypersurfaces. The simplest linear deterministic method
 
is the so-called correlation method (also called template matching). This
 
method evaluates the scalar product of the input feature vector with a set
 
of reference feature vectors, each of which represents a particular pattern
 
class. The feature vector will then be assigned to the particular pattern
 
class that yields the largest scalar product. Another linear deterministic
 
method is the minimum-distance method which uses the shortest distance between
 




The three common statistical classification methods are Neyman-Pearson
 
criterion, Bayes criterion, and minimax test. The Neyman-Pearson criterion
 
is the simplest of all and demands the least a priori information. The Bayes
 
criterion is to minimize the average cost of misrecognition, when the priori
 
probability of occurences of pattern classes are known, and when-he average
 
cost is a linear function of the absolute error probabilities. The minimax
 
test is a Bayes test except that the former minimizes the maximum of the
 
conditional cost of misrecognition. All three of these tests are optimum under
 
the respective criteria and also use the liklihood ratio of the conditional
 
probability densities of the pattern classes. These methods hold for any
 
arbitrary distribution functions; however, great simplifications may be made
 
if the distribution is Gaussian.
 
Finally, we shall describe the nonparametric methods for pattern classi­
fication. By these methods, no parameter from the training set is evaluated
 
a priori, rather 	the discriminant function (in the linear case) will assume
 
the form of 
N 






(j=l, 2, ...,M and i-l, 2, ...,N),
 
where ii (Wji' . . ,W ) are the weighting functions for the jth patternr
j Wi2' "'j N1 

class. These weighting functions are to be determined by a systematic error­




W4 =W +cX3 3 
This states that each new weighting function is simply the sum of the old one
 
plus a fixed fraction c of the input feature vector. It has been proven
 
theoretically that within the finite number of error corrections, a suitable
 




In summary, the advantage of the nonparametric method is that no assump­
tion is needed on the feature space. However, they are applicable to those
 
cases where pattern classes may be separable by hyperplanes, while the
 
parametric method is not restricted by the separability requirement.
 
2.2.4 Pertinent Bibliography For Pattern Recognition 
Some pertinent bibliography on the pattern recognition technique together
 
with remote sensing of the earth's resources and environment will be given in
 
Appendix A. This bibliography is classified into five categories.
 
* Remote sensing of the earth's resources and environment
 
* Pattern recognition in general
 






This bibliography is not intended to be extensive, rather it is considered
 
to be more informative for the reader.
 
2.3 STATISTICAL TEST FOR INVENTORY BOUNDARIES
 
2.3.1 Introduction 
Any statistical evaluation of multispectral observation requires a popu­






occupies a certain area of the strip map, which shall be called an inventory
 
area. In many cases such inventory areas are continuous in space. Typical
 
examples of such continuous inventory areas are clouds, snow fields, agri­
cultural fields, forests, etc. The boundary of the inventory area shall be
 
called inventory boundary which thus separate populations of homogeneous
 
resolution elements. However, all statistical properties will change whenever
 
an inventory boundary is crossed. Conversely, the change of statistical
 




The above considerations provide a basis for the development of sequential
 
and completely automatic methods for the selection of the inventory boundary.
 
Our previous tests for environmental variations (refs. 6 and 7) recognize the
 
change of statistical parameters with record length. Furthermore, the position
 
of an inventory boundary indicates a change of reflectance or thermal emission
 
which is not tied to any particular application. Statistical methods which
 
utilize inventory areas are thus applicable to crop surveys, yield surveys,
 
and land use investigations. Automatic detection of inventory boundaries
 
could thus support statistical data flow compression and signature enhancement
 
methods that may be sued for many disciplinary applications.
 
2.3.2 Formulation of the Algorithm 
The computer selection of inventory boundaries follows from a direct 
application of accumulative error curves (refs. 6 and 7). Consider a sequence 
of resolution areas, i = 1, 2,..., m, along a scan. Each of these resolution 
areas is assumed to be statistically independent. Any average ( ) from a 
single resolution area then represents a statistical experiment. If all 
resolution areas belong to the same inventory area, then the accumulative 
average over these areas 
rn.1 )1-m m -- i (2-1) 
should become more accurate as m increases. The statistical error of such
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The test for inventory boundaries is now derived by monitoring the decrease 
of the actual error with accumulative number m, by comparing this actual error
 
curve with the most probable error curve. 
The actual (or sampled) error of an accumulative mean, A ( )m, can be
 
computed from the deviation of the individual experiment ( )i relative to
 
the accumulative average over all experiments.
 
= )2 i m -- 12m (22 
A m(m-l) - _ )M(2-2)
i=l 
This actual error can also be used to construct a random variable; i,e, Chi­
square variable with (m-1) degree of freedom. That is 
2 m(in-l) A2 C()m(2) 
X (m-l) =m (2-3) 
2 
a 
The value of a 2 is constant as long as the resolution areas, i = 1, 2 ... m,
 
are statistically independent and belong to the same population. Under these
 
considerations, the probability distribution of the variable X2 is also known.
 
The most probable X2 (m-1) value is given by
 
2 most = m-3 for m > 4 	 (2-4)
x (m-l) motprob. 	 -
This most probable value indicates the existance of a most probable error
 
6 	 rm-) 2 (in-l)reml m-3 (2-5) 
inM(m-l) 'most prob. i(m-l) 
62 = 6 x ost 	 o(25 
2 
The value of the unknown variance a can now be estimated by fitting the shape
 
6
of the most probable error curve, m
, 
to the actual error curve A )m. This
 
curve fit is chosen such that the relative mean square variation between these
 
two curves become a minimum. Let M denote the last accumulative number. The
 
















2 = (2-7) 
m=4 nm-31 
The actual error A (:)m should oscillate around the most probable error curve.
 
The range of oscillations is given by the confidence factor Of the Chi-square 
2 
X distribution. 
XI_p (m-i) a A )m X (m-l) a (2-8)
 
The values of Xp (m-l)/ ,-IT and Xl1p (m-l)/ ,AiZT are listed in Table 2-1.
 
The above derivation is only for single channel data. It is natural to
 
extend the test for inventory boundary to a combination of several channels.
 
This extension is achieved by replacing the random variable (defined by
 
equation (2-6)) for a single channel by the generalized random variable of
 
combining L number of channels.
 
2(m-) = -l) 2 MIX (2-9)





Inventory boundaries for a combination of L channels are then derived by
 
testing the following confidence interval. 




The derivation of this extended test is exactly analogous to the derivation
 






Table 2-1. CONFIDENCE FACTORS FOR INVENTORY BOUNDARIES 

Xp (n-I )//iT 
M p=O.005 p=0.O1 p=O.10 p=O.90 p=O.99 p=O. 995 
3 1.985 1.821 1.17 .01 0.032 0.000 
4 1.880 1.752 1.24 .08 0.082 0.058 
5 1.789 1.681 1.25 .12 0.170 0.134 
6 1.726 1.631 1.25 .46 0.244 0.203 
7 1.668 1.586 1.24 .52 0.304 0.262 
8 1.626 1.549 1.23 .56 0.353 0.311 
9 1.593 1.521 1.22 .60 0.394 0.352 
10 1.563 1.494 1.22 .62 0.428 0.386 
11 1.536 1.473 1.21 .65 0.457 0.416 
13 1.494 1.435 1.20 .68 0.504 0.465 
15 1.459 1.407 1.19 .71 0.542 0.505 
17 1.432 1.383 1.18 .73 0.572 0.536 
19 1.408 1.362 1.17 .75 0.597 0.563 
21 1.389 1.3d5 1.17 .77 0.618 0.585 
26 1.351 1.311' 1.15 .79 0.660 0.629 
31 1.320 1.286 1.13 .81 0.690 0.661 
62 1.253 1.214 1.10 .87 0.768 0.755 





The above formulation is discussed for a one-dimensional data sequence.
 
Actually, it is applicable equally well for 2-dimensional data sequences such
 
as data from a strip map. The above algorithm may be employed to detect the
 
inventory boundaries in two directions, simultaneously.
 
2.4 BOUNDARY ENHANCEMENT ALGORITHM 
Another method for inventory boundary detection - boundary enhancement
 
method - will now be presented. Basically, the idea of the boundary enhancement
 
is to precondition the two-dimensional array of original data by converting the
 
difference between adjacent samples into the corresponding absolute value or
 
by taking the square of the difference. Since, at the boundary between any
 
two homogeneous regions, one expects larger differences in the data difference,
 
the method of the boundary enhancement will accentuate the existing boundary.
 
Let the 2-dimensional multispectral data sequence be denoted by x(i,j,k),
 
where i and j represent the scan line and the sample number along a scan line,
 




i = , 2, ...,M
 
j = 1, 2, ... , J 
k = , 2,..., K
 






y(,j,k) = 1 2 X X x(i+i', j+j', k)
 
(2N+l) i'=-N j'=-N 
where a(2N+l) x (2N+l) array of given data samples have been averaged. This
 
operation is illustrated in Figure 2-3.
 
Two types of the boundary enhancement have been used. The first type is
 
based on taking the square of the difference of adjacent samples after the
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Z1 (i,j,k) = Ly(i,j,k) - y(i,j-d,k)]
2
 
- y(i,j+d,k)]+ [y(i,j,k) 
2
 
- y(i-d,j,k)]+ [y(i,j,k) 

2 
- y(i+d,j,k)]+ [y(i,3,k) 

The second type is the same as the first type except replacing the squaring
 
operation by taking the absolute value of difference. That is
 
Z2 (i,j,k) = ly(i,j,k) - y(i,j-d,k)l 
+ ly(i,j,k) - y(i,j+d,k)l
 
+ ly(i,j,k) - y(i-d,j,k)l 
+ ly(i,j,k) - y(i+d,j,k)I 
where d denotes the number of samples skipped in calculating the-finite
 




The new sample sequence Z1(i,j,k) or Z2 (i,j,k) is enhanced data in the
 
sense that their values have been magnified if they happen to locate close to
 
inventory boundaries as illustrated in Figure 2-5.
 
In order to find a systematic and automatic selection of the inventory
 




square value Z1,2(k), and the standard deviation S1,2(k) must be calculated
 
for each channel over the entire 2-dimensional sample sequence as follows.
 
Zl(k) -1M i (ik)



















ONE RESOLUTION ELEMENT 



























1 20 30 40 i 
X,e 
DATANCE I ENHANCED BOUNDARIES 
1 10 20 30 40 i 
SEQUENCE OF SAMPLES 




z2 ( k) = N iJ 2(i'j'k) 
1=1 j=l
 
s2,2(k) = 12,2(k) - (Z 1 , 2 (k)) 2 




T(k) = Z1 ,2(k) + a S 1,2(k) 
where a is some arbitrary constant. If the enhanced data sample
 
Z(i,j,k) > T (k) 
for at least one channel, then that sample will be considered to locate on or
 
close to the inventory boundary. On the other hand, if Z(i,j,k) < T(k) for all
 
k, then the sample is not considered on the inventory boundary.
 
In the above discussion, the 2-dimensional moving average and boundary
 
enhancement have been treated as two independent operations. That is, any
 
given data will be processed by the moving average first and then use the out-.
 
put data to be processed by the boundary enhancement. Actually, these two
 
operations may be combined into one. Further, in many applications one needs
 
only to use d=1 or 2. The algorithm to accomplish these required operations
 
simultaneously is given below.
 
2 2 
ZI(i,j,k) = W2(icj,k) + W2 (ij,k) 
2 2 
+ W3 (i,j,k) + W4 (i,j,k) 
and
 
Z2i,j,k) = IW1(ij,k)i + 1W2(i,j,kjl 
+ 1W3 (ijk4 + IW4 (i,j,k)l 
Here, the expressions in the right hand side of the equations for d=l and d=2,
 








W31 (i,j,k) = -FN x(i-N-l,j+j',k) 
N 
W4 1(i,j,k) = y x(i-N,j+j',k)jt=-N
 
N 








W3 2 (i,j,k) = X x(i+N,j+j',k) 
j =-N 
N 
W4 2(i,j,k) = - x(i+N+l,j+j',k)
*j -- N 
31(i,j,k) + W3 2 (i,j,k)
W3 (i,j,k)  

W4 (i,j,k) = W4 1 (i,j,k) + W4 2 (i,j,k) 
For d=2: 
N 




























































W3 (i,j,k) = W3 1 (i,j,k) + W3 2 (i,j,k) 
+ W3 3 (i,j,k) + W3 4 (i,j,k) 
w4 (i,J,k) = W4 1 (i,j,k) + W4 2(i,j,k)
 
+ W4 3 (i,j,k) + W4 4 (i,j,k)
 
Care has been taken in arranging the above equations such that the input
 
data x(i,j,k) can be read in from magnatic tape in the most sequential manner
 
with respect to data storage in tape for any channel k.
 
2.5 STATISTICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF AN INVENTORY AREA 
Two methods for detecting the inventory boundaries in any given target area
 
have been presented in subsections 2.3 and 2.4. Thus, the area was divided
 
into some inventory areas, each of which represents a homogeneous population.
 
How to describe statistically the properties or characteristics associated
 






In a two-dimensional inventory area, the multispectral data are expressed
 
as x(i,j,k). Here, the scan line i may run from I to Ie' and for each
 
particular i, the sample number j may run from Jsi) to Je(i), and k represents
 
the channel number (or components) for each sample.
 
The mean vector for an inventory area is then defined by
 
I J(i)
1 e e 
M(k) = - I x(i,j,k)
i=I5 J=Js(i) 
where N is the total number of samples within the inventory area.
 




R(kl,k2 ) = 1 e1 e x(i,j,k) x(i,j,k2)
N i=I j=J (i)
 
The covariance matrix of the inventory area is defined by 
I Je(i) 
C(klk 2) = N IY Y [x(i,j,kl) - M(k,)] [x(i,j,k 2) - M(k2)] 
k= N j=j (i) 
= R(kl,k2 ) - R(kl) R(k2) 
The normalized correlation matrix is defined by
 
R(kl,k2 ) 
Rn(kli) = 2) R,k
 
JR(kl,k1 ) R(k2 ,k2)
 







 2 ,k 2 ) 










1 2 N channel lies between xI and x2
 
p < <x =k) (Number of samples whose value in 
kth 
More conveniently, if x1 and x2 will be given in exact multiple of prescribed
 
increment Ax, then the above probability density function may be written as
 
Pix(k)) = p[(i- )Ax < x(k) < (i+ j) Ax] 
1 Number of samples whose value in kth channel lies1 
N between (i-1/2) Ax and (i+l/2) Ax. j 
Clearly, the above quantities defined for the inventory area are just a
 




In many applications, the multivariate Gaussian distribution is a quite
 
realistic approximation for the multispectral data, as is also predicted by
 
the Central Limit theorem of the probability theory. One of the desirable
 
features of this distribution is because the distribution is completely deter­
mined by the mean vector and covariance matrix only. Since this distribution
 
occupies such a central important position in the pattern classification
 
problem, it is given below.
 
1C(k ,k2)I) K K 
p(x(k)) - 1 exp 2 
kl1 k2=l (2q)K/2i=(kl~k2)1 

IG(klk2)[x(k) - M(k1 )][x(k2) - M(k2)]1 
where IC(k1,k,)I 3s the determinant of the matrix G(kl,k 2 ) while IC*(klk2)[ 
is the cofactor of C(kl,k2). 
Another form of the expression is
 















(-1) 1 2 
IC(kl,k2) 
IC*(kl,kI2) 
2.6 SIMILARITY CRITERIA BETWEEN INVENTORY AREAS 
So far, we have formulated methods for determining inventory areas and pre­
sented a statistical description for each inventory area. The next question that
 
arises is how to determine the similarity or dissimilarity among those inventory
 
areas that do not have any common inventory boundary. In other words, we want
 
to know whether two inventory areas far apart belong to the same population or
 
not based on their statistical characteristics described in the last subsection.
 
There are many criteria one can choose to establish the similarity between
 
two inventory areas that are characterized by the given statistical discriptions,
 
such as mean vectors and covariance matrices. One of the most appropriate
 
criteria available is the so-called "divergence" measure, which can be considered
 
to be a dimensionless "distance" between two arbitrary multivariate probability
 
density functions p, (x(k)) and pj(x(k)), for ith and jth inventory areas,
 
respectively. Since the mean vector and covariance matrix can be calculated
 
from the probability density function, this "divergence" measure does take
 
into consideration all the information from the inventory areas of interest.
 
This measure is defined as follows (ref. 4)
 




-E [log (1 k ) ] 
Thus, it is the difference between two expected values of the logarithms of the 
likelihood ratios of a ramdom input sample vector x(k), (k=l,2,...K). In other 
words, the divergence is a measure of the difficulty for discriminating between 
the two given probability density functions. The divergence possesses all the 
properties of "distance" or "norm" as well as several others: 
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* 	 D(i,i) = 0 
* 	 D(i,j) > 0 for i # j. 
* 	D(i,j) = D(j,i) 
* 	If every component of the sample vector is statistically independent,
 










* 	If one more component is added to the original sample vectors, then the
 




D(i,j I x(k)) < D(i,j I x(k), x(K+l)).
 
We shall now consider serval special cases of the divergence measure. If the
 
probability density function are Gaussian with the mean vector Mi(k) and MX(k),
 
and covariance matrices Ci(kl,k2) and C(kl,k2), then the divergence becomes
 
D(i,j) -1 tr fC±(klk2) - (klk 
x[cj-(klk 2) - (kilk2) 
(2-11)
 




- Mj(k92)] [Mi(k2) (k 




Further, if the covariance matrices are the same, C C = (klk2) the 






D(ij) = tr {G -' (kl,k 2 ) [14i(k 1 ) - M. (kQ] 
x[M.(k2) - j (k2)]'} (2-12) 
j (kl,k
­
= M (k) M 2) ] ' C - 2 ) [4i(k 2) M 9(2)]
 









- M.(k)]21 / [o(k)G(]x[M(k) 





covariance matrix for i inventory area. 
Further, if the covariance vectors are equal, i.e., a2i(k) = a2(k), 
then the above expression reduces to 
D(!,J) = K2 [Mi(k) - M 2(k)] 
(2-14)
k=1
k~ ~ a2(k) 
On the other hand, if the mean vectors are equal, then
 




Finally, the ordinary Euclidean distance between two vectors is obtained
 
from expression (2-14) by letting a2(k) = 1, or from expression (2-12) by
 









From the above various special cases, it can be seen that the divergence
 











Computer programs based on the algorithms discussed in the last section
 
have been developed for processing and analysis of multispectral data. The
 
purposes of these programs, their input and output formats, and the program
 




" Tape Conversion Program
 
" Alphanumeric Plot Program
 
" Statistical Inventory Boundary Program
 
" Boundary Enhancement Program
 
* Mean, Correlation, and Covariance Program
 
* Piecewise Correlation and Covariance Program
 
" Probability Histogram Program
 




3.2 TAPE CONVERSION PROGRAM
 
This program is devised for converting a standard FORTRAN and/or binary
 
tape to the standard format of input data tapes to the following programs:
 
* Boundary Enhancement Program
 
* Alphanumeric Plot Program
 
* Statistical Averages Program
 
" Piecewise Correlation and Covariance Program
 
* Statistical Inventory Boundary Programs
 
" Mean, Correlation,and Covariance Program
 
* Probability Histogram Program.
 
The outputs of the program is a FORTRAN binary or BCD tape with a control
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of channels (floating point binary or BQD). The data set is a 3-dimensional 
array, DATA (i,j,k), with i designating the scan line number, j the same 
number along each scan, and k the channel number. The control number is set 
to be 1 at the end of each scan line, 2 at the end of each specified field, 
and 3 at 	the end of each data set.
 
It is optional in this program to read a header identification record at
 
the start of each data set and also optional to write this on the output tape
 
in either BCD or FORTRAN binary of some specified length.
 
Because of the characteristic of most experimental data sets to contain
 
erroneous data samples from some undetermined origin, it becomes desirable to
 
replace these erroneous data samples with some data samples that best characterize
 




The control parameters in this program are inputed as NAMELIST parameters.
 
The documentation on the usage of this system package is in IBM Manual C28-6390-2.
 
There are two major sets of NAMELIST calls in this program NANDAT and NAMFIL.
 






o NFILE 	- Number of files of data to process from the input tape.
 
* NWHICH -	Number of the selected files to be processed.
 
* LTN -	 Logical tape number of the input tape to be reformated. 
* LTNl - Logical tape number of data reformated by the program. 
* LTN2 - Logical tape number of output header identification record. 
* NSCANS -	Number of scan lines to be processed in this field. 








* NBEAMS -	 Number of channels of data. 
* 	 IHEAD - Option to read or write a header identification record. IHEAD 
not equal zero executed. 
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* 	IBCDH - Option to read header identification record in BCD. IBCDH 0
 
header record read as BCD information. IBCDH = 0 read as Binary.
 
* 	IHMRT - Option to write header identification record on output tape. 
IHMRT # 0, record written. 
* 	ISKBIN - Option to determine if any files are to be skipped on input
 
tape to get to data file. ISKBIN = 0, no files to be skipped.
 
* 	IBCDW - Option to write output data tape in BCD. IBCDW j 0, tape written
 
in BCD. IBCDW = 0, tape written in Binary.
 
* 	IDROF - Option to replace selected data samples in data set. IDROP
 








* 	XMEAN1 - Variables used to replace erroneous samples in second region 
of field. 
* XMEAN2 -	 Variables used to replace dropouts in third region of field. 




* XMIN -	Minimum value of each region for a field.
 
* XMAX -	Maximum value of each region for a field.
 




3.3 ALPHANUMERIC PLOT PROGRAM
 
The program is devised for printing a two-dimensional alphanumeric plot
 
for grey-level display or classification results. The input tape can be BCD
 
or binary. The other input parameters are the upper and lower class limits
 
and desired alphanumeric symbols for each class.
 




TALPHA - Alpha-numeric characters for printout
 



























READ INPUT DATA TAPE 















































DO 998 IAA=1,NFILE 
READ(5,NAMFIL) 
WRITE(6,NAMFIL) 
C SEARCH FOR FILE TO PROCESS 









C READ RECORD ONE 
C READ HEADER IDENTIFICATION RECQRD 
IF(IHEAD) 14,9,14 
14 CONTINUE 
IF(IBCDH.NE.0) GO TO 5 
READ (LTN) (RCOID(1),I=IIDWORD. 
IF(IFLD.EQ.0) GO TO 6 
NCT=O 
CALL FLC (NCTNANABNBRCDID(ISUS)) 
GO TO 6 
5 CONTINUE 
READ (LTN,1006) (RCDID(I),I=lIDWORD) 
6 CONTINUE 



































































C REPLACE ERRONEOUS DATA SAMPLES
 
IF(IDROP.EQ.O) GO TO 160
 
IF (DAT(LL).LT.XMAX.AND.DAT(LL).GT.XMIN) GO T3 160
 
IF (J.GE.ISAM(1).AND.J.LE.ISAM(2)) GO T9 15C
 
IF (J.GE.ISAM(3).AND.J.LE.ISAM(4)) GO TV 152
 


























































IF(I.EQ.NSCANS) GO TO 3
 






























































































































































































































XSKSC - Number of scan lines to skip (i.e. every other, 2, 4, etc.)
 




ITERM - Set to 1 for new case.
 
JCNT - Skip numbering across scan line.
 
NFLSKC - Option to skip data files on input tape.
 
NFLSFL - Option to skip data sample in scan line.
 
NFLSKN - Option to skip scan lines.
 
IAP - = 0 to initialize numbering of data samples across scan line.
 
IPRNT - = 0 for data from boundary enhancement program.
 
= 1 for raw data tapes.
 
CARD 4 (414) 
N - Number of classes or intervals used. 
NPTS - Number of data samples in scan line. 
NCH - Number of channels used. 
MSTOP - Total data samples used in scan line. 
CARD 5 (F6.O)
 




XUPP - Upper limit for each channel.
 
CARD 7 - Card NCH (AI)
 




ICII - Channels used.
 
CARD NCH+2 - CARD N (FIO.O)
 
XINCR - Increment size/channel for each N(card 4)
 
The output format is shown in Figure 3-2.
 









MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER OATA 2 X 2 
CHANNEL I SYPRSL INTERVAL 
WAVE LENGTH (NICRONS) 0.40 -0.44 0.50 - 0.65 
-- - 10.65 - 0.80 
2 - O0.8O - 0.95 
3 0.95 -1.10 
4 1.10 - 1.25 
5 1.25 - 1.40 
6 1.40 - 1.55 
7 1.55 - 1.70 
6 - 1.10 - L985 
9 1.85 - 2.00 
a 2.15 -





i *55555555666 5555556555545554444444433344333333334333-4-433444556566566566676667T767 
2 *555455555655556555555445555444433334334433333333333333333434565555655666666666666

3 *55 5445 55 566-T65§- 5555555543434443 333 21333 33333 343333333345 55555555666 6666666666 
5 5 5 4 5 5 5 
,4 * 5666555555455544455544343443333333333333234343333333345556555565566666666666 
5 *5555 55 5555555 53-54455534443334434333334343333333 3333 4555555665565666 6 66 766 5 5 4
 6 * 5 5565555555555555554555544444444333343434343434334333433345556556566666666567666 
7 55545556554 545544554444543343444333333433333




9 *5555555565333-65335554444553W4-4444 34343434343 33344-44Af44is 56555 566666676666711 
10 *555555555554454555545544555444444444333334443333344434334334556655555556666666666 





L4 *77888888888 8888777844554454444 4 4444433334343444577677777777776656555
 





8 8 8 88 1 419 * 6 7771 8O8 87 77717 94 554444444444444444433334343334434666766676777677666555555 
20 *7787787777777 777 68444443443434433334333343333343566666666666776766766555545 
21 *777777 77fl1777B376T-44114-44444143fl143lf44fl3TW6-6 55544T 67766766666 
22 *7787877887778788777784445444444333444443333333333333444466666766666666666666554545
 


















-- 31-w6-667 6665 6666656544544 444 6il-V3-633 534 445666566%5"6 76- 66 
40 *44445444333433333232222332333333322336545554566666666656666765664565567444344444344
 







47 *445455433433333333233 22222333233333355455545566556666556666666555656574444444433 
48 *45455544333333333333333333333332333334445545555566666665666665655565668454444444443 
49 *44555544333333433323334223233333333334545555656566656667665555666744444444 
50 *455455443333333 2233Z3233233333333333345455455665555566655667655556566744444n344 
51 *455556443343333333334333332333333333345455555666566666666666665 6567554s444444 
52 *5555564333333333332343433233333333333554555566555566s5566666555555566s45.44 
 4443 























CH A& INCREMENT 
PRINT 
INCR SIZE FOR 
NO 
N SIEYES O 
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. .. IOU T :6 	 __ ____ . . ... .. . ... . . ......
 














C 	 NFLSKC GREATER THAN 0 FILES
'---KIP 

DO 1000 I=1,NFLSKC 
9ALLS..F3_hNhINZURD3 - __ 















DO 600 J=iNUMB 





























. -.ONTI-UE 	 ..... ... .. 
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KK-N+ i-











IF'i,EQ,j) GO TO 9
 
-- JF(LEQ,.220 TOGO 3 


















_.2 CONTINUE __ __ _ .... 
ZUPP=XLOWCLJ+XINCRCLSNUMBI 
WRITECIOUTIO53 IALPHAEL',N*23,ZUPP ..... 
WRITEtIOUT106 
309 .r.Q.NTINUE 
IFiIPRNT.GT,0] GO TO 3Z5 
WR,. IOUT,1O 
WRITECIOUT,±021 
WRIE_OUT,±±± .. . .. 
WRITECIOUT,118] 
DO 310 L:1,NCH 
IFEICHCLI,EQ,O0 GO TO 310 
















































































7 _IEOCHEK,EQ,3J GO TO 210
 

























IFCICHtL,EQ,0 GO TO 501
 
IFIP&T tLOYf.XXLOWCLI±XINC.R]JfNUMSI_ GO TO 504
 




GO TO 505 
502 IEJDAIALL].GT.XXLOWAL.±JIL,4E±J GO TP 500 
505 IARAY(MI=IALPHACLNNX3















PRINT RESUVp FOR EAC SNjjNE,
 
C 












. .IFSIU ,1 E, AOrO 21±
 
IFCNPTS,GE,MSTOPI GO TO 5
 
INDEX:INDEX+1 
- NSTOP2=NRT.S± ... . . ... . . . 
DO 206 KK:NSTOP2,MSTOP 
JARAY[INDEXL]=IARAYCKK1
 
. -QNTIPUA E. 
GO TO 5
 




- IMMP=MPTSDP-_2 . ......WRITE[IOUT,108] EIALP(IlIclIMMPl
 





















402FOR0MAT14X1 46HINVENTORY B ARY MAR B. B.ONDARY ENHANCEMENT//I 
103 FORMATC2X,BHCANNEL 12,36X,22HSYMBOL INTERVAL /3
 












._1.. FORMAT.CI-2X,83HCROPS C5 L-Z 2 5'S*S 8 D .LTITUDE 	 2000 _FT. 
± DATE RECORDED 6/30/66 //3
 












.jL.,8 	 FORMAIE20OX, 7HCHANNEL,15X,1HWALENG .L .. .. 
119 FORMATC22XI2,14Xl3A13
 



















 SUBROUTINE NUMBERS ACROSS SCAN LINE
 
c 
 FOR LABELIND AND IDENTIFICATION
 
C INUM ° HUNDREDS 
C JNUM TENS 
C KNUM : UNITS 
C 
-- - ~A~SON__ LM 503.1 INUM 1i5O0I1JNUMXffI )pKN 

IF(ICALL.GT,13 GO TO 500
 

























.---- RITE QUT.i0]_INUMtIIflrLSTQP___ 
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3.4 	 STATISTICAL INVENTORY BOUNDARY PROGRAM 
The inventory boundary program has been developed to automatically
 
construct a map of inventory boundaries for sequential multispectral scanner
 
data. Inventory boundaries are calculated simultaneously in both the scan line
 
(horizontal) and sample number (vertical) directions. The mathematical formula­
tions are given in subsection 2.3.
 




DOT - Symbol used where no boundaries exist. Usually a period (.).
 
DASH - Symbol used for boundary in the flight line (vertical) direction.
 
EYE - Symbol used for boundary in the scan line (horizontal) direction.
 




LI - Lower percentage value (a) for first X2 table.

L -	 Upper percentage value (au) for first X2 table. 
L2 -	Lower percentage value (aL) for second X2 table.
 
U2 - Upper percentage value (au) for second X2 table. 
u 
IAVG - Number of samples to skip before comparing ERCK to confidence 
limits. 
MACH - Indicates machine and type of input to be used. MACH = 0 indicates
 
card input on the IBM 7044 or IBM 7094. MACH = 32 indicates tape
 
input on unit 3 (logical unit 54) of the CDC 3200. MACH = 44
 
indicates type input on unit 5 (logical unit 1) of the IBM 7044.
 











































CHIU2(m) - - values for second X table (13 values per table). 
CARD 7
 




CONF - Indicates which set of X2 tables to use.
 












CHAN(I) - Channels to be averaged over and number of channfAs. For each
 
channel N to be used, N must be punched in the n position on
 
the card. The number "13" must be punched in all other positions
 






NOTE - If data is on cards they can be followed by the "CHAN(I)" card and
 
reloaded for as many channel combinations as required. if data is
 






The program output is given in Figure 3-4 and is self explanatory.
 
The input card deck is shown in Figure 3-5. The flowchart of the program
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F-1E~ 1-3SC'I'T CS 11.CSl S C. 
ALrTIJOF- 2000 FT. D4TE qEC'Q0ED- 6/30/66 
Z'ANIEL 4AVE LENGTH(ICR$NS)
 
1 0.40 - 0.44 
- 0.44 - 0.46 
10.46 	 - 0.4,8 
0, 48 - 0.50 
5 0.50 - 0;57 
6 0.52 - 0.55 
7 0.55 - n.58 
-4 - .A? 0.66 
10 0.66 -- 0,72 
11 3.72 - 0 
17 3.80 -1.00
 
-59 PERCE'JT Ct'iFIflF'ICE LIMITS- . 
SYMFItLS= - VEITICAL IqU'I'RY H - HIRIZ'J4AL -BOUNDARY 
X - '!,Ti VERTICAL ANO NDRIZkTAL UNARY 
.. SAMPLF NIMnR 
tLIILt111227222133 333333444444444455555555556666666667777777778RR 
234S,67.qM12345789*1234567l9*1234,6789*123456789*1234567s9*.2,4567 q12L4s6-89.iz3 
2...............................v.....................................2 ........................... V............... ........ v................... V ............... 
..... ........... ........ ... ... ......... V....................... 
...... 4 . . . °....V-
.................. 
........ .. ................. . .................... V.. ....... 








13 . .d.IHltHrH+4LHH. . ... 1111,11H.V......................... ...... 1481 .... V.............
 
14............. .. H.HHH.V......................................... X.HHH.. .1 . .H. V. 

1) .0........ ........... -- V................ .H..
............................ .V. 

t6 ..................... V.................. ............................. ............. K...
 
17....................... .V .......................................... v....... .
 










74 23....................v.... ......... ........ o.... ............. ................ v......
 
'1........... ................. V................... 0..................V .................. V. .
 
24 ..... ........... v........................................ .................. .....
 





127.......4 .8 X. .1...... 0.........1414-......................
 






31 .................... V.0................................. ..........................
 
32................... ..... ....................... .......... v....... ....................
 
33................. ... V...................................... V.......... ................
 













402...... ..... ................................ .......... V................ ... .....
 
............... ............. ........................... v...... ........ ............. H..
 





























1 149 1 24 29 34 3914 49 541 59 MI5 9 
HSTOPS 0ATA(1) 
INPUTDATA 
T1 35 0 44 q 551 601 651 
102'0 3"013'0 13.0 13 0 13.0 13 0 13 0 13 0 11 0 120 40 
ALTITUDE 2000 FEET DATE 6/30/66 
(Fe forat 
CHLO6CL12 )181 2T4 301 361 421 481 541 601 661 721 781 
31 61 91121 1 I1 
Ll UlL2U11AV NAM(All 
10 20 30 
v 4 




























































SET MACH TO 44 FOR IBM. 7044 
SET MACH TO 32 FO'R ODC 3200 
READ (hRD,51] L1,U1_,L2, U2sIAVGoMACH_ 
READ E.!RD,2003] XSTOP 
MSTOPI=XSTOP ..READ t'\RD,2fl±J CCHIL±CNU3,NU=I,MSTOP±I .. .. . 
READ tibPD,2003] XSTOP _. -
MSTOP2=XSTOP 
READ [NRD,2012 ECHIUlCNUJILNT*MSTOP2I . . 
READ r\RD,20033 XSTOP 
MSTOP3=XSTOP 
READ HRDOICHI2N],U:,SO3 
RE , D INRD,2003] XSTOF -- ---
MA/STOP4=XSTOP 
READ [rNRD,201] CCH!U2!NU]DNJI TMS_0PTO4... 
READ ENRU,2003] SCALE 




READ [>\RD,20041 A-LpHAirII,.I,141 .__ 
RFAD [.'RD,20041 CALPHA2CI],I1=,143 
CONTINUE 
READ tKRD,20033 ICHANLI,hI¢,±3J 
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-





GO TO o5 
64 IF fMACH-941 67,66C,67 
-.. 
- 66 NU1NITz9 




































C68 READ ('JUNITI MSTOPBr,.IAC{_I..
 
68 READ (NUNIT] MSTOPSNDUMMY,NDUMMY, IDATfI~al-'I12]
 




























±11 CONT IuE ..... . 
12 CONTINUE 
.....&VALLFRQRJVAR.LBAR1.DATA# V.CQMCHA-A . . . ..... 
3-23
 




13 	 CONTIt\ E 
CALL SLOPECVEACtIMICHAt,M ,1,ERCK,VSUMi,VSUM2I 
IF (CRCK]i1 ,14± 13 .... ... ....­
113 CONTINUE 












_ ._VSU I= Q..... 	









IF EJVLK3-±I 18,18,16 
16 CONTINUE 
CALL SLOPEEXEACUM, ICHAN,\NVEKNV[KJERCK,SUMItKJ.SuW2[r] 
IF CERCK) 374#18,374 
374 CONTIL.E 
CALL CONFLm ECHILICHIU1,CHIL2,CHIU2,MSTPIMSTOP2,tSTOP3,MSTOP40 
1NV [K].I' VG, ERCKN1BOUND, ICONFI 
NV1=NV(KI 
375 IFCNuO%'D) 377,18,377 
377 IF (ISYW[K 3-6 379,378379_ 

















,,LX14 	 b-XA J-v ElII 
17 	 COf; Io T ' 
?o CONTV'cE -
U K=Kel 
IF (NFLAG] 3i,3031 











































05 IF CIPRINT-25] 506,507,568 





5 Go to ......
 
38 IF [IPmINT-271 509,5105.11
 




l wRITE I'WT,60071 IPRINT,-SYMJ];-JjK)
 
GO TO -520
 11 IF (IPIW-23 12,5±3.514
 







 £4 GO TO 500 ..... .... - - - - . 
20 DO 521 J:IK
 















































...... . ... 
- -
SUBROQUINE OUT I ICHAN ICOrF, I'oFa#1, N, ALPKxiA rLHA2, DASH.EYE, PLDS-
DIMENSMO ITENC9Q3,IONEC9O3
 






















IF [ICHANCI]-1-3] 11#10!11 
Ibz ........ .... 
11 ICHA% [IJ]=ICHAN 2 -----. ...... .. 
I1i=2+1 
i2 CONTINuE 








WRITE [NWT,1007] CALPHA2IsIi.42_ 
WRITE (NWT,10i0] 
wRITE LNWT,1006J) 
DO 13 1=l,J± 
13 	 WRIT! K"T1008I MWLNGTHIM,WLNGTHCM-. . 
wRIT5 t T,10iO2 
PRITE [IT.lnEJ ICON 
ARITE ('mT.10fl9 EYEOASHPLUS 




























-i0--5 FORRAT-825X,12,26H PERCENT CONFIDENCE LIMITS/j 
1006 rORMAT[26X,32RCHANNEL WAVE LENGTHCMICRONSJ/) 
1007 FORMATLI4XZ3A6,A2/J 
1O06 FORMATC28X,12,12X,F5.21 3H - *F5.2/) 
1009 FORMAT(i4XBHSYMEOLS:,3XA1,20H VERTICAL BOUNPARY,3XA1,22H HO 










S60 ouTI-N e'--M R-- x E- ATAXA-tU-'Ri,N'T1 -,EWN-f-iR, P - -
DIMENSION XMEANC12,XM ANI122,XEACUMC12],XDATA[12],ICHA;,(1] 
D0 30 hlc,12
 
IF CICHANCII)-1 ] 20.0,630
 










22 	 CONTI'iUE 
XMEANII]:CXM/CXM1.0U]*XMEANI2+CiV,O/XM+oO]*XDATA[I 
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30 IF [SUM2J 35,40,35 
40 ERCK=O.0 
GO TO 45 
35 	 CONTI:'!uF 
A=SUii1 /S0 2---------...... 
ERC.KST[XM]*HA0UM±/A 
45 	 CONTINUE 
RETURNEN'D .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . ..
 




DrfeNSION C14Ll-ifC1CHIUif f-UL2-fl ],CHI9- I 
IAVGI=IAVG-± 
NROUND= 0 






































-IFEICONFli] M7 ______,1372	 
­
371 IF CERCK-CH!OLIJ 376,376,36 
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3.5 BOUNDARY ENHANCEMENT PROGRAM
 
This program is devised for determination of inventory boundaries through
 
the enhancement of the difference in the multispectral data between homogeneous
 
inventory areas. The mathematical formulation has been given in subsection 2.4.
 
This program consists of two links. Link I performs the moving or jumping
 
averages of the input data. The output is in tape and may be input to Link 2.
 
Link 2 performs the calculation of the finite difference of the averaged data
 
and then calculates the absolute value or square of these differences. The
 
outputs of Link 2 are (a) means and standard deviations for every channel of
 
enhanced data and (b) a digital tape of the enhanced data. These means and
 
standard deviations can be used for setting the class intervals for inputting
 
to the Alphanumeric Plot Program to process the digital tape.
 
The input data to this program is on tape, while the control parameters
 
for the program are inputed by NAMELIST statements which are documented in IBM
 
FORTRAN IV manual, Form C28-6390-2.
 




LINKNO - Specifies which LINKS to execute. LINKNO equal one LINK1 is executed
 




" NLOOP - Number of scan lines to be read in.
 
* NCT - Number of samples per scan line.
 
" NCHAN - Number of channels of data to be used.
 
* LTN - Logical tape number of input data tape.
 
" LTNI - Logical tape number of output data tape.
 
" NLOOPI - Number of scan lines to sort, dependent on the number of scan
 
lines read (NLOOPl = NLOOP-NSKIPR).
 




* NAVGC - Number of samples to average in a scan line.
 
" NSKIPC - Number of samples to skip in a scan line, cannot be greater
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" NAVGR -	Number of scan lines to average.
 
* NFILE - Number of data files to process.
 




* 	NLOOP - Number of scan lines to be read in, must be greater than or 
equal to (2 X NDIFF + 1). 
e NCT - Number of samples per scan line. 
a NCHAN - Number of channels of data.
 
I LTNl - Logical tape number of input data tape.
 
* LTN2 -	 Logical tape number of output data tape. 
* NLOOPI 	- Equals NLOOP minus one. 
* 	 NDIFF - Number of adjacent samples to skip in the cross differencing 
process. 
a NFILE -	Number of files of data to process.
 
" 	lABS - Calculates the sum of the absolute values of the differences 
about the adjacent data points. If lABS is not equal zero, it 
is calculated; if it equals zero, it is bypassed. 
* 	ISQ - Calculates the sum of the squared values of the differences 
about the adjacent data points. If ISQ is not equal zero, it 
is calculated; if ESQ is equal zero, it is bypassea. 
* 	ISUM - Position in the output array (W(I)) that the sum of the squared 
or absolute value of the differences from the channels is stored. 
* NBEGIN 	- Scan line to start processing.
 




3.6 MEAN, 	CORRELATION, AND COVARIANCE PROGRAM 
This program is devised for calculating the mean vector, correlation
 
matrix, covariance matrix, and normalized covariance matrix of a given multi­
spectral 	data sequence. The format of the input data is specified in the Tape
 




In addition to the printout, a punched card output for the mean vector
 
and covariance matrix are available. These card outputs form part of the
 







INVENTORY BOUNDARY NAP BY BOUNDARY ENHANCEMENT--







SYMBgLS . = LESS THAN 1EA- - NEAN-4 EAK+ISD . MEAN+ISD-&EAN+2SD 















. . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . ..........................*. . ....
10 



















28 * ....................... 3232- .;............... ;................................... 
32 * .................. 322 ................................. ...........................* 









44 *.................... ..-33 ............... ..................... .......... .............*
 
46 *...................... 23................................................. .............*
 









64*. ..... .. .. . ...................................... ...... 7........... ........... .................. V
 
662*......................... .......... ................................................. *
 






70 *.......... ................................. ................................
 




78 *22.....222... 22223333322232223333332..233322233322...............2.233332.. .*
 






86 *............................... ................................................... ?.3 ..........
 
as *....... ;............. 23-*
 
90 *.................................................................................... 2.32 .........
 
'92 t ... w - -; . . . . 3w.n3 .......
- --- ;-..-.. ; Z;- ..-..-






100 ................................................ ;W. -.-- ;......................13.33 .........*
 
102 *...................................................... ............................. 3.33 .........
 
Figure 3-7. INVENTORY BOUNDARY MAP BY BOUNDARY ENHANCEMENT
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IFCLINKNOEI],EQ,0 GO TO I 


















C NSKIPR MUST BE LESS THAN OP EQUAL TO NAVGR 
C NSKIPC MUST BE LESS THAN OP EQUAL TO NAVGC 
READE5SIZE] 






























C WRITE t6,±OO I._.I~ EKKS. 4 ,(DATAI,J#,L2,L=±,NCHANj
 
IFiICHEK-3] 11#7,11 
7 IF[J,NL,NCTJ GO TN 1 ­
11 CONTINuE
tLO 	 CONT INULE -
DO 12 I=INCT 














DO 3 J=1,NAVGR 
DO 3 KL"pKK 
DO 4 MZ1,NCHAN 
X I I,M 2 X tIb MI2±DA TA [4.,MMI 
4 	 CONTINUE
 









C WRITE[b,1004] IZERO, CXCI,MJ,MrINCHAN3
 




9 -KR TECLLN1I --btElljjC1.'NHN 
IFCNSKIPR,EQNLOOP2 GO TO i00 
N.BEGI li-D_ P± --J. ..... . ... .. . . . 
DO 5 I:±,NLOOP± 
DO. 6 J=: T . .-
DO 6 L=I,NCHAN 




GO TO 1 0 0- .. . .. 
13 WRITE [6,10022 KS 
8 WRITE LN1 - 1DAj)AJMMMY.III21,NPHAN1-) 
101 CONTINUE 
- -WE-TE[LThtL..JIR.iUUKQMYC(IIlRjtGdANl.- -----
END FILE LTN± 





1002 FORMATCIX,IIHEND FILE INI5,9HSCAN LINEI













DIMENSI-ON _AMh1.. .. .. 
DIMENSION DATA16*200,2IvWI15],Wi153 
DIMENSION X8AR(-t5tXL MS8ARC±5t,S1G(-i5JRMSC±5],SIG SOCZ5I 
NAMELIST/SIZE/NLOOP,NCT,NCHAN,LTNILTN2,NLOOPi,NDIFNFILE,




00 102 IA2:IgFJ -
IZERO=O
 

































o __WR CE6t!0033 EKKS. U ,COATALJLIDLZ!,NCHAN] 
IF[ICHEK-33 2,4 2
 


































_._ A .- .I AI J, A jj KJ.i ABDLAA _I -AT [I,_Z,1)- 51CAIAIL _ . 
WCKI=AVSUM 
8 _.CONTNUE 
C SQUARED VALUE OF CROSS DIFFERENCES 
=iiLS J 14#13j14 
14, CONTINUE 
























C WRITE (1 00_i1_ IZE-ROC_ 1W1-IEKK21,NCHAN I 
11 CONTINUE- -. .. 
IF[ICHEK-3] 10-3,10 
±0 WRITE[-TN2J._IQNE,IDIkUMYKJ,K:I,NCHANIJ 
DO 5 I=INLOOP1 
UO 6 J 5±tt_. .... .... . 
DO 6 L=I,NCHAN 
DATA(I,J,LI=_UATAEj1±jJpL3 
6 CONTINUE 
5 CONTINUE .. ... 
GO TO 100 
7 . RITEI Ii2_ &.. 
3 WRITEtLTN2J ITWOstDUMMYCIIvI=NCHANi3 
101 CONTINVE . ... . 
DO 16 II,NCHAN 
GSIGIII2Xj1bReU-XBARCLJ**2 
SIGSQOI]=SQRTCSIGEI]] 
SS ( LC I _isfL5._MALIIL. 
±6 CONTINUE 
WRITE 6,l.O L.. .. 
DO 17 L=INCHAN1 
WRITE (611O0__LXBRL1,XMSBAREL)#SIGEL),SIGSQCL 
17 CONTINUE 
WRITECLTN2J ITHREE, CDUMMYII*Iz=,NCHANI. 
END FILE. LT 12 . 
REWIND LTN2 
±OOU FORMATJIlrXi4$bES_63] . 
1001 FORMAT(II,8X.12F6.3 
U 0-2 FOMALI_{_$j-IJ 15,9-H SCA I- I .. . 
±003 FORMAT CX,315,12F6.3I
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The input 	card setup is shown in Figure 3-8.
 




* NSCAN - The number of scan lines in a field
 
" NCHAN - Total number of channels in a field.
 




" NTOTAL -	Total number of samples in a scan line.
 
* NFIELD - Number of fields to process in a data set.
 






















* An 80 Holerith card used for field identification.
 
A listing of the output from this program is given in Figure 3-9. A
 
flowchart of this program is given in Figure 3-10.
 






1-10 11-20 21-30 31-40 41-50 51-60 61-70 
NSCAN NCHAN NCOMP NTOTAL NFIELD ISCAN NELDI 
FIELD IDENTIFICATION 
(80 HOLERITH) 
1-io I 21-3o I 
/ NBEG IN NEND 
FIELD IDENTIFICATION 
(80 HOLERITH) 






HUNTSVILLE C(5-17) SEC T1ON4 A 





















- it......... .... .
- . ... s4­
1? 1 54
 








































24 * 123456 
1.64770 1.14216 1.C2Ior 
5 























































































































































































2- 3 4 
0.00219 0.00297 0.00225b701290 0.00420 O.CO34E0.00 6.001 0.C035$ 
0.0034R 0.00358 0.C0716 
0.30343 0.00213 0.00201 
0.00243 0.00214 0.00125 
0.00224 0.00148 0.C0156 
0.00271 0.00344 O.CO341 
0.00180 0.00233 0.00282 
0.00090 0.00113 0.C0105 

































































10 11 12 
0.00066 
-0.00034 -0.0 0360.00090 -0.001580.00113 -0.00332 -0.00212 
_..Ofl0I -0.0 0 4L6 
0.00145 -0.00233 
-0.0)124 
0.00070 0.00167 0.00083t 






o-M73 -gQ.OIL. -0,t02 
-0.00115 0.b1859 0.01020 
-0,00092 0.01020 0.01188. 























































































































































































































D IE" ICN XfA (12), ATA1-2),CQRR( 12,12) 
DI4M1S IZN ACiR (12,12) ,ACOVR(12,12),XRAR(121) 
C LTfl LrGICAL TAPE \IUMBE Q eF DATA TAPE 
cL TN = ) X T ~ J J R R . F I P T P R P T R 
C LT;J6 L "GICAL NU,-cER 0F eWIT-PU-T 
LTN6=6 







IF (KS) 71,2,71 
2 C') ,T I "I'JE 
READ' ( TMI100) -- N-SCA4,N,,NCHAN,N4CeMP,NT0 TtL,NF I EL -I'SCAN,\-FL T--l 
71 C-1 iTI,4UL . 
IF( IFIpLC-NFIELD)32,32,33 
32 CU'jTI U 
MS=()
 
C 'PTI ?J T SKIP SCAN LINES
IF( ISC.AN) '$7, 5-i.7,..... . .... 
59 	 C- IT! t1!-
C 4 55 1=1, ISCAN 
DO 55 J=I,NTTAL 
( LI) 
55 C'tT I'tIE 
57 C071 T i- ­
'ISKI P I SCAi+I 
WRITC(LTNS, 110) 
RE 	 ) fDUM 
WFITE (LTN,1065) 




WR'ITE (LTN6, 105) 
___________ 
WRITE (LTN6, 103) 
fl' 	 90 IAP=ISKIP,NSCAN

I) I J 1,12 
--
X' AI(J )O.0 _______ 
D' t 	I=t,12
 
C. 	,'O,,(J, 1)=O*O 
ZE- (LT'15,100) NPEGINNEND 
W-(IT'. (LT'I6,104) IAB,NBEGIN,NEND 
W' ITE (LT'16,105) 
'iSAIP=IEND- JEGI4+I 



















































































































































54 C 'ITI 'U'LE' 
I (W IT LrN6, 05) ...... 
WrITE (LT'16,lt)9)
 














.... I (LTlI7 13) (XXXXX
T TE (J,t),Il=,NCHA')
 




D'( 6) =I, CPAN
 



















I FI tLzL.= FI EL§+5 - . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . 








101. FORM T( 1.,8X,2F6.3)
 














iU- K"R'-l.iT-(-3OX, 4I4TE- VECTOR)
 
108 F34PMAT( 30X, 20HCZRRELATI0N MATRIX)




111 FVPLRAT(20X,32HNRMALIZED CQVARIANCE MATfIX)
 
112 F 'PQAT(4X,2HCH,4X,1H*,12(I 5,5X) 
­
113 F."2 AT(IX, 12F 6. 3)­
114 F 'RM AT IX, 12F6,4 )
 
























3.7 PIECEWISE CORRELATION AND COVARIANCE PROGRAM 
This program is devised for calculating the piecewise mean, root-mean­
square, and cross-correlation of a specified channel with respect to the rest
 
of the channels in the multi-channel data set. The program also calculates
 
the piecewise covariance, the second derivative of the piecewise correlation.
 




DEFINITION OF INPUT PARAMETERS:
 
CARD 1 
IPIECE - Option for piecewise printout 0 0 for printout. 
LTERM - TERMINATES JOB 
# 0 for next case 
= 0 to terminate 
NTOTAL - Total NR. of samples in scan line.
 






NBEGIN - 1s t data point to use in each scan line.
 
NEND - Last data point to use in each scan line. 
ICHAN - Reference channel for correlations.
 




NORM - # 0 for normalization.
 
JFIELD - No. of fields to process.
 
The input deck setup is shown in Figure 3-11.
 
The flowchart of the program is shown in Figure 3-12 which is followed by
 
a listing of the program.
 
3.8 PROBABILITY HISTROGRAM PROGRAM 
This program is devised for calculating the univariate (first order)
 
probability density functions of the multispectral data set within a specified
 











',1 1 1 1 1 1l 1 1 1 1 2
 
1l23 45 678g90 12 34 5 67 89 01 2
 
Jl 
TPIECE, IACCUM, LTERM, NTOTAL, NARRNG 

(FORMAT - 14) 
co
 















SO NO YESOF OF YES NOEL YES 


















































C JFIELD IS NR. OF CROPS + 1
 


































































DO 10 II=1JEND 
10 READ(LTN100) IDUM 
501 CONTINUE 
DO 20 I=lNEND 
READ(LTN9101) ICHEK.(DAT(IJ)qJ=lq12) 
20 CONTINUE 
DO 23 I=NTERM.NTOTAL 












DO 33 II=1.NEND 






DO 305 I=1.NEND 




DO 36 II=INEND 
NCOUNT=NCOUNT+l 





DO 25 I=NCOUNT 
LL=I+1 






























































































































C PUNCH 1159 MS,(CORR(J),J=l12)
 















































































C PUNCH 115t MSq(CORR(J),J=I,12)
 










C CHECK FOR SAMPLES LEFT IN SCAN LINE TO SORT AND GROUP
 
C WITH BEGINNING OF NEXT SCAN.
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98 IF(ICHEK-2) 2s2009200 
100 FORMAT(6I4) 
101 FORMAT(I1.6Xs12F6.3) 
105 FORMAT (1X//7X,4HCH 195X.4HCH 2s5X94HCH 3,T5X94HCH 495X,4HCH 
15X%4HCH 6,5X,4HCH 7,SX94HCH 895X.4HCH 9v5X,4HCH105X*4HCHL1, 
24HCH12/) 
106 FORMAT(1XI3,12F9.6,SH PC CORR/) 
110 FORMAT(1XI3,12F9.6,8H AC CORR/) 
112 FORMAT(lXI3,12F9.6,8H ER CORR/) 
114 FORMATC1XI3t12F9.6,8H RMS COR/) 
115 FORMAT(13,2X,12F6.4) 
116 FORMAT(20X,14H****** FIELD 13,8H ******) 
108 FORMAT(1H1//) 
109 FORMAT(1X/) 
600 FORMATC1X#I3,12F9.6o8H PC COVR/) 
601 FORMAT(lXI3912F9s6#SH AC COVR/) 
602 FORMATC1X,13,12F9.698H ER COVR/) 
603 FORMATCIX,13,12F9a6,SH AC COVR/) 
604 FORMAT(1X13#12F9.698H PC STD /) 
605 FORMAT(IX*13,12F9.6,SH PC MEAN/) 












The main outputs are univariate probability histrograms for every channel. In
 
addition, a normal distribution curve is superimposed on the histrograms. The
 
normal curve has the mean equal to the most probable value of the calculated
 




It is optional to read a header identification record at the beginning of 
each data (IHEAD # 0) or to input some header identification via NAMELIST 
variable IDENT (IHEAD = 0). The one selected can be printed out as a title 
heading for 	each data set for the plotted probability density functions and
 
for the printed mean and variance. Bit manipulation on a single variable on
 
the read in 	header identification may also be done (IFLD # 0). 
The program uses as input a tape reformated by the tape conversion program
 
or a standard FORTRAN and/or Binary tape. The program's input control parameters
 
are inputed by NAMELIST and the calling routines are NAMFIL and NAMDAT.
 














" NWHICH - Specify the numerical value of the files on tape to be processed
 








* LTN - Logical tape number of the input tape. 
* 	NBLK - Total number of variables for each channel in a data record. 
For a tape reformated by the Tape Conversion Program, it specifies 
the number of samples in a scan line. 
* 	NBEGIN - The sample number of the data value in a scan line to start 
with that will be used in probability density calculation. 
I 
" NSTOP - The sample number of the data value in a scan line to stop 






* 	 NTOTAL - The total number of intervals in the range of the values to be
 
considered in the probability density function.
 




* ISKIP - Number of data records to skip at the start of each data set. 
* NSCANS -	 Total number of scan lines in a data set. 
* 	LTABLE - Minimum value of the data range to be considered in the 
probability calculation. 
* 	IBCD - Option to read header identification record at start of each 
data set in either Binary (IBCD = 0) or Alpha-Numerically 
(IBCD # 0). 
* 	IFLD - Option to do bit manipulation on a variable in the header 
identification record. IFLD # 0 bit manipulation executed. 
" NA - Starting bit position in NBLK where bits will be transferred in
 
direction left to right.
 
" NAB - Number of bit to be transferred.
 
o 	NB - Starting bit position in RCDID(ISVB) where bit will be transferred
 
in direction left to right.
 
-




* IDWORD -	Number of header identification words to be read in.
 
* IMODE - Mode that system REDTPC is to be read in. 
REDTPC is documented
 
in 7094 Computer Manual of Marshall Space Flight Center.
 
" IHEAD - Option to read header identification record. IHEAD 0 0 header
 




* IRDTPC -	 Option to either read input tape under system REDTPC (IRDTPC 
# 0) or under format of output from tape conversion program 
(IRDTPC = 0). 
* IDENT - Labeling used in place of header identification record. 
Figure 3-13 shows the flowchart of the computer program, which is followed
 
by a complete listing of the program. Some plot output$ are shown in Figures
 
4-31 through 4-40. The symbol A's designate the actual calculated probabiity
 
curves, while the symbol B's designated an expected normal distribution curve
 
with its mean equal to the most probable value of the actual curve and with the
 














N . DAT 
INITIALIZE PROGRAM CONSTANTS ANDSET DATA RANGE TO BE CONSIDEREDIN PROBABILITY DENSITY CALCULATION 




CALCULATE MEAN, VARIANCE, ANo 
PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTIONS 
PRINTOUT OF MEAN AND VARIANCE 
PLOTS OF PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTION 
Figure 3-13. FLOWCHART OF MULTI-CHANNEL PROBABILITY DENSITY PROGRAM 
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FA-RTH - EFN SOURCE STATEMENT IFN(S) -
C 	 MULTI -CIAN NEL PRRBAABILITY [ENSI TY P3rG AM 
0IMEN ,0IN 'BEGII(27),NST0P( 27) 
DIMF'ISI3N SAMP(12) 
0IME'ISI "N lTAlLE(12),STABLE 12" 
OIME'!SION AMAX(12),P(201) 
OIME'!SIN C ,DATA(500O),0AT(O0),TALE-(2M1),PL,'(?OIIL2) 
DIME,STN AVGCL(12),AAVGCL(12)_,RMS(12),ARMS(iz)S13c12),ASIG(12) 




NAMELIST fNAMDAT/ N3EAMS,NWH1CH;T-MSTNN.'LK,\fEGIN, 
1'IST,?P,NTOTAL,TI'CRE,ISKIP,NSCANS,LTABLE,IBCr, 
2IFLD,'4,N,' ,W,ISUBIDWORD,IMADE,IHEADIRDTPC,IDErIT 








DA )98 IAA=L,, FILEI
 






































DO 71 II = 1,12
 
DO 71 I = 1,201
 
71 PLAM(IPI!) 0.0 
C SET DATA RANGE TZ BE CONSIDIERED IN PROBABILITY DENSITY 
TABLE (C)=LTABLE
 
D 1011 1 = 2,NTAiTAL
 
TABLECI) = TABLE (t-1)+TINCRE
 
1011 	CI,NTI U E
 
C 	 P0SITI!N TAPE FILES AN1D NUMBER-OF FILES------- ­
IF(IRDTPC.EQ.0) GO TZ 11 
REWIND LTN 
TAB = NwHICH[IAA)-1 
IF (JAB) ll l1i12 
3-56
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12 CsNT I U ,i 
En 10 IAC=IdIAB 
CALL S'vFBIN(9,,RD) 
EAR,TH - EFN SOURCE STATEMENT - IF'4(S) 
10 C.OtJTI lUE 
11 COgWTINUE 





















101.3 C7',lTI N'E 
READ (LIN) (PCDID(I);I=lIDWaR0) ­








































NC 1W, T = 'GCT 
"JIJP = JCUqT*'NBFAMS 
MS = 0 
C 	 OPT IOM T' SKIP SCA'N LINES 
QRIi=ISKIP L 
IF(ISKTP.EQ.O) G TO 1032 










OJ 104 I = I,IBEAMS 
3-57 
70 

























GZ Te 1062 


















NT =I&=FRM+N BEA mS-1 
J = 0
 




IF(DAT(1).LT.TABLE(1)) GO TZ 70
 
IF(DATCI).GT.TABLE(TTAL)) GO5 T; 70
 




IF(DAT( I ).LT.TARLE( )) SAMP(J)=SAMP(J)+1.C
 
IF( OAT( I ).GT.TABLE(ITVTAL) ) SAMP(J)=SAvP(J)+1.0
 
'1 CZ'lTI'luE 
DATA( IA ) =T IME
 
T IME T I MAE+D EL T
 










IF(IA.GE.NWUS) (0 TO 100
 













ARMS(1) = (((SM-1.)/SM)*ARMS(I) +qMS(I)/SM) 
AAV,CL(I) = (((SM-l.)/SM)*AAVGCL(I)+AVGCL(I}/SM) 
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101 	 C3'JT I[iUE
 
WRITE (6,9000) ( AVGCL(t) ,TItNBEAMS)
 
WRITE (6,9001) ( RMS(E) ,I=1,NBEAMS)
 
WRITE (6,9002) ( SI (I) ,I=,NBEAMS)
 
9000 F QMAT(X,8-IPC MEAN, LX, 1 2F9.4)
 
9001 FSRMAT(IX,8HPC PMS ,IX;I12F9.4)­
9002 F3PMAT( X,8HDC SO ,IX,12F9.4)
 








W: ITE (6,9003) ( AAV(GCL(I),I=L,N8EAMS)"
 
WRITI- (6,9004) ( RMSCI) ,I=1,NREAMS)
 
EARTH - EF'N SOURCE STATEMENT - IFNCS) -
WRITE (6,9005) ( SIS(1) ,I=l,NRE4,MS) ­




9005 FORM T( LX, SHAC SD ,IX,12F9.4)
 

















IF(OATA(II).GT.TARLF(UNTZTAL)) GO TO 30
 












30 	CV, JTIIUE 
IF(DAfT(II).LT.TAbLr(I)) BTABLE(III) = FTABLE(III)+I. 
IF(DATA(II).GT.TABLE(CNTZTAL)) GTABLE(IIT)=GTABLE( III) +[. 






















D-' 10 J = 1,NT,4TAL
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30 	 C4j T I 4Uh 
WRITE ( ,9006)
 
9006 	FORMAT( 35X, 37HNUPBER 3F VALUES LESS TH4N TBLE)
 
WRITE (6#1003) (BTBLE(C)I INBEAMS)1 

WRI TE (6, 9001)
 
9007 F,"RMAT(35X40HNUMr3ER ;JF VALUES GREATER THAN TARLE)
 




9008 F'R.IAT(35X,3IHMAXIMUM VALUE ,F EACH T1BLi)
 





D- 93 1 = ,]4iEAMS
 












EARTH - rFN SOURCE STATEMENT IFN(S)
 































































































































64 Cl, 6H5-17 'C 'SEC, 68-8 


















































































































































































































































































































































































PC RMS 1.2632 1.7097 1.1411 1.0234 0.9281 0.7962 0.6413 0.8451 0.4002 0,4758 0.5936 0.4250 
PC So 0.0767 0.0684 0.0427 0.0392 0.0362 0.0374 0.0260 0.0467 0.0372 0.0380 0.0495 0.0385 
AC MEAN- 1.2683 177h2 1.1t4 11.0240 0.9460 0.8317 0.6223 0.8517 0.4080 0.4737 0.6011 0.4419 
AC RMS 1.2708 1:7122 1.1422 1.0246 0.9468 0.8326 0.6228 0.8531 0.4094 0.4751 0.6030 0.4440 
AC SD 0.1785 6.607 0.0492 0.0361 0.0389 0.0381 0.0257 0.0487 0.0340 0.0354 0.0488 0.0433 
PC MEAN 1.2923 1.7073 1.1605 1.0188 0.9653 0.8386 0.6382 0.8481 0.4304 0.4635 0.6040 0.4619 
1.2952 1.7084 1.1617 1.0194 0.9661 0.8392 0.6388 0.8491 0.4320 0.4643 0.6060 0.4646 
PC SD 0.0867 0.0632 0.0524 0.0340 0.0397 0.0310 0.0270 0.0398 0.0366 0.0271 0.0499 0.0492 
AC MEAN 1.2723 1.7105 1.1444 1.0231 0.9492 0.8329 0.6249 0.6511 0.4117 0.4720 0.6016 0.4452 
AC RMS 1.2749 1.7116 1.1455 1.0238 0.9500 0-8337 0.6255 0.8524 0.4133 0:4733 0.6035 0.4475 
AC SD O.0806-4 ....00 00502 - 0.0358 0.0397 0.0371 0.0266 0.0474 0.0355 0.0344 0.0490 0.0450 
PC MEAN 1.2664 1.7038 1.1331 1.0018 0.9424 0.8237 0.6362 0.8404 0.4151 0.4634 0.5772 0.4202 
1.2687 1.7045 1.1336 1.0026 0.9431 0.8240 0.6366 0.8414 0.4163 0.4643 0.5791 0.4218 
PC -S 0.0773 0.0496 0.0325 0.0402 0.0363 0.0235 0.0236 0.0404 0.0316 0.0288 0.0472 0.0370 

























, PC MEAN 1.2503 1.6955 1.1446 t.0269 0.9336 0.8437 0.6367 0.8362 0.4121 0.4583 0.6105 0.4400 
PC 1.2524 1.6967 1.1454 1.0277 0.9344 0.8446 0.6371 0.8374 0.4140 0.4591 0.6131 0.4422 
PC SD 0.0725 0.0636 0.0431 0.0381 0.0390 0.0386 0.0206 0.0449 0.0398 0.0269 0.0565 0.0439 
-- -- -1t.A7078-."Z46 - 1.0210 0.9464 0.8331 0.6278 0.8479 0.4122 0.4692 0.5996 0.4414 
AC RMS 1.2713 1.7088 1.1440 1.0216 0.9472 0.8339 0.6284 0.8492 0.4137 0.4704 0.6018 0.4437 
At( SD 0.07-94 0.6105-87 0.0477 0.0374 0.0396 0.0362 0.0260 0.0466 0.0356 0.0333 0.0506 0.0447 
PC MEAN 1.2542 1.7058 1.1229 1.0190 0.9480 0.8424 0.6271 0.8513 0.4219 0.4684 0.5907 0.4499 
1.2573 1.7073 1.1246 1.0197 0.9482 0.8427 0.6277 0.8520 0.4230 0.4697 0.5920 0.4527 
PC SD 0.0876 0.0707 0.0606 0.0386 0.0216 0.0220 0.0255 0.0363 0.0307 0.0357 0.0391 0.0505 
AC MEAN 1.267? 1.76 f,1408 - .02-07--0:9466 0.8341 0.6277 0.8483 0.4133 0.4691 0.5986 0.4424 
AC RMS 1.2698 1.7086 1.1418 1.0214 0.9473 0.8348 0.6283 0.8495 0.4148 0.4703 0.6007 0.4447 
AC SD 0.0805 0'0601 0.0497 0.0375 0-.-0,38-0 0..35160_0 '0 .045-6 '0.O-5"2- ._0336 _.0'---0495 0.0454 
NUMBER OF VALLES LESS T-AN TABLE 
"-O-oo 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 o.oooo 
NUMBER OF VALLES GREATER THAN TABLE 
0.0000 0.0000 0".000 o.000-o60--- oooo ooooo ooooo 0.ooooo.oooo 00.6000 o.oo 
MAXIMUM VALUE OF EACH TABLE 
"21.0000 29.oo0 "0.0000 35.0-000 .0000O.48.0 59.000 416000 53.0000 59.006 34.0000 32.0000 
Figure 3-14. PRINT-OUT OF THE PROBABILITY PROGRAM (Concluded) 
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3.9 DIVERGENCE MATRIX PROGRAM 
This program is devised for calculating the "divergence" measure which is
 
a similarity criterion between two homogeneous populations whose probability
 
density functions are normally distributed. The mathematical formulation of
 
this divergence criterion is given in subsection 2.6. The program is coded
 
such that up to 12 homogeneous populations can be compared simultaneously. The
 
main input parameters are mean vectors, covariance matrices, and selected
 
channels for all populations. The main output is a square matrix of divergence
 
between all combinations of the given populations. The divergence matrix
 
consists of two terms, which are called Trace I and Trace 2 matrix representing
 




Four subroutines are used in this program: Matrix Multiplication (MMPY),
 
Matrix Subtraction (MSUB), Matrix Addition (MADD), and Matrix Inversion (MINV).
 
DEFINITION 	OF INPUT PARAMETERS:
 
CARD 1 (7110) Format
 
o NSCLE1 -	Scale factor for Mean Vectors.
 
* NSCLE2 -	Scale factor for Covariance Matrices.
 




9 KKK - Maximum row size of Covariance Matrix to be read.
 
o III - Maximum column size of Covariance Matrix to be read.
 
o 	NLOOP - Number of times to cycle through the matrices for different 
row and column configurations. 
a 	NMEANS - Number of Mean vectors or Covariance Matrices to be used in 
the calculation. 
CARD 2 (3110) Format
 
* NLOW - Lower range of field identification to be read.
 
o NUP - Upper range of field identification to be read.
 
* 	NPRINT - Option to print out intermediate calculation of cross products
 
of comparisons of two Populations.
 
CARD 3 (20A4) Format
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CARD 4 (1215) Format
 
* 	ICH(L) - Specifies which columns of Covariance Matrices to use in
 
calculations. ICH(L) = 0 column not used.
 
CARD 5 (1215) Format
 
* 	 NSC(I) - Specifies which rows of Covariance Matrices to use in 
calculations. NSC(I) = 0 row not used. 
CARD 6 (5110) Format
 
a 	NSCTS - Specifies number of rows actually used in Divergence
 
calculation from NSC(1) selection.
 
* 	 ICHAN - Specifies number of columns actually used in Divergence 
calculation from ICH(L) selection. 
* 	 ICHANI - Used to specify that the mean is a 1 X NCHAN vector. Nominal 
value is one. 
o NCHAN - Maximum row size of covariance Matrix to be read.
 
a NSCANS - Maximum column size of Covariance Matrix to be read.
 
CARD 7 (12F6.0) 	Format
 
o 	 YBAR(KK,I) - Array that Mean vectors for each population is stored. KK 
specifies population and I the dimension of the vector. 
CARD 8 (12F6.0) Format
 
* X(KK,J,I) - Array that Covariance Vectors for each population is stored. 




Figure 3-15 shows a flowchart of the divergence matrix program, which is
 
followed by a complete listing of the program. Some sample outputs are shown
 
in Tables 4-1 through 4-5.
 
3.10 SI-TABLE PROGRAM 
This program is devised for calculating the so-called Si-value which
 
represents a measure of similarity between two inventory areas which, in turn,
 
are characterized by the mean vectors and the standard deviations. Let the
 
mean vectors for ith and jth inventory areas be denoted by Mi(k) and M.(k),
J 
and the standard deviations be ol(k) and c.(k), where k stands for the channel
3.th .th
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INPUT CONTROL PARAMETERS,IREADI GID
MEAN VECTORS, AND COVARIANCE MATRICES
 
I 	 SELECT ROWS AND COLUMNS
 




I 	 CALCULATE MATRIX INVERSION 










TRACE2 OF THE SELECTED
 
POPULATIONS
I 	 4 
I CALCULATE DIVERGENCE 
FROM TRACEl AND TRACE2 





























































































































































































































































































































































502 	 CONTINUE 
PRINT 10O2 -
PRINT 1018 
DO 503 J=1,NSCTS 



























































































DO 504 J=INSCTS 

































DO 3 J=I,ICHANI 
DO 3 I=1,ICHAN ­
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25 DO 26 J=1,N
 




























































55 --- -- - -- .








































IM.Qc) - Mj (k) I 
413 
 2jAnc 
or 	 I 1i/2 
l1 [Mi (k) - M.(k) 
ij i11/2
 
2 [M (k) -M.(k)J [a.2(k) + aj2 k)J 
The program is coded such that up to 12 inventory areas can be compared
 
simultaneously, i.e., Xi'j (i,j = 1, 2, ... 12)
 




NCHAN = Total number of channels.
 
NTAU = Number of channels used.
 
ICHAN = Reference channel used in correlations.
 
ICHEK = I for absolute value calculations of input.
 




ICROPI = Identification of data set 1.
 
JIDEN = Output identification of ICROPl.
 
ICROP2 = Identification of data set 2.
 




CRNl(I) = Means for data set 1.
 
CRN2(I) = Standard deviation for data set 1.
 
WHTl(I) = Means for data set 2.
 
WHT2(I) Standard deviation for data set 2.
 







r DATA SET 2 -STD.(F6.0) DEV. mm 
( / DATA SET 2 - MEANS 
S 
F6.0) 




,r DATA SET 1 - MEANS 
- F6.0) 
ICROP1, JIDEN, ICROP2, KIDEN 
(FORMAT - Al, 12, Al, 12) 
4 
6 












C CALCULATION OF SI VALUES FOR SELECTION OF OPTIMUM
 


















C NCHAN=NR, OF CHANNEL COMBINATIONS
 
C NTAU=TOTAL NR, OF CHANNELS
 

















































































































89 FORMATC7X,3HC5-,I2,8X,7HSECTION5X,A±1,0X,±5HREF CHANNEL 6//1 
90 FORMAT(±X,44HDERIVATIVE CORRELATIONS -UN-NORMALIZED - C5-p12, 




92 FORMAT[1X///lOX,±3HTRACE MEAN ; F8,4//]
 






96 FORMATC±X,8HAC MEAN PIH*,12FS,4/9XPiH*­































DO 38 J=1,NTAU 
XNUMEJ) [WHTiCI,K]'CRNI1C,K]3**2+[WHTiC1,J-CRTh11,J]3I**2 
DOVEJI =4,0*t[[WHTiIpKJ-CRN1[!,K] **2 * [WHT2!lK]**2+CRN2[I,KI 









































39 	 CoT.I±tL'E_ 
















GO TC 4C 
























APPLICATIONS TO MULTISPECTRAL REMOTE SENSING DATA OF AGRICULTURAL FIELDS 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
In order to test and demonstrate the capability of the algorithms and
 
associated computer programs developed, which have been described in the last
 
two sections, we have employed these computer programs to process and analyze
 
a set of multispectral data records which were made available to us by Dr. R. R.
 
Legault of the University of Michigan. In this section, we shall present the
 
results of the analysis of those actual data.
 
4.2 MULTISPECTRAL DATA DESCRIPTION
 
The data to be presented were obtained by the University of Michigan
 
Multispectral Scanner (ref. 11). This particular set of data was obtained over
 
an agricultural area near Lafayette, Indiana, from a flight altitude of 2000
 
feet at 2:00 p.m., June 30, 1966. In particular, we are dealing with only a
 
small portion of the area designated as field 05-17, C5-22, C5-5, and C5-8,
 
respectively, as shown in Figure 4-1. C5 represents the square area about 1
 
mile square with 5 marked in the figure. The number following the dash
 
represents a more specific location of each field.
 
The electromechanical scanner onboard this aircraft used a rotating
 
mirror to scan the ground normal to the flight path. Successive scan lines
 
were separated along the flight path by approximately 6 feet due to the motion
 
of the aircraft. All observations were stored on analog tape. Subsequent
 
analog to digital conversion used a sampling time interval that corresponded
 
to a ground separation of 6 feet along the scan line. The digital data points
 
thus represent the radiation intensity that were received from square resolu­
tion elements of 6 feet by 6 feet area.
 
Spectroscopic observations of each resolution element were conducted by
 
passing the radiation from the rotating mirror through a prism. This prism
 
spectrograph was designed to measure the reflectance between 0.4 and 1.0 P.
 
The radiation from the ground refers to reflected sunlight. The spectral range
 






Table 4-1. SPECTRAL BANDS OF MICHIGAN MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER
 






























































Twelve digital time series of the spectral reflectance from the agricultural
 
target were obtained. The channel number, X, of these time series is directly
 
related to the optical wavelength. The sample number along these time series
 
denotes the position of a resolution element along a scan line. Sample and
 




The data received from each of the four agricultural fields cover only an
 
area of 162 by 1000 feet, i.e. 27 scan lines and 167 samples per scan line.
 
Since we want to test our algorithms for inventory boundary detection and other
 
compairson studies, we have deliberately patched these four fields together as
 
shown in Figure 4-2.
 
4.3 RAW DATA PLOTS 
To have a quick and overall view of the magnitude distribution of the data
 
record, a plotting program was used to plot the raw digital data record in
 
analog form one scan line per agricultural field for selected channels, as
 
shown in Figures 4-3 through 4-8. From these plots, one observes that sections
 
of distinctly different reflectances exist for each agricultural field. These
 
differences are particularly obvious in channels 1, 2, 11, and 12. Although
 
only one scan line per field has been shown, it is representative for each
 
field. This observation tends to imply that each field may consist of three
 
different targets or inventory areas.
 
It was also found that some resolution elements have negative value
 
(about -1) for all 12 channels, which was obviously caused by human error in
 
data handling prior to our data analysis. Since these negative reflectance
 
cannot be true, we have replaced them when they occur by the mean reflectance
 




Figures 4-9 through 4-12 show grey-level plots for the constructed 
agricultural field for channel 1, 2, 11, and 12, respectively. The grey level 
plots resemble very crude photographs of the target. In these plots 11 levels 






been averaged over 4 resolution elements (i.e., a area of 12 feet by 12 feet)
 
first so that the number of scan lines is reduced to 52 and the number of
 
samples per scan is reduced to 83. Human inspection of the plots revealed
 
several areas with difference reflectances. Identifiable boundaries between
 
these areas are indicated by solid lines. Many of these lines coincide with
 
the constructed boundaries that separate the four agricultural fields. This
 
agreement gives a good confidence in the qualitative human judgement for
 
selection of inventory boundaries. It should be noted that the identifiable
 
boundaries for different channels are not exactly the same, as would be
 
expected. Superposition of the inventory boundaries from all the channels
 
is shown in Figure 4-13. The figure indicates that no boundary exists between
 
two middle portions of C5-17 and C5-22, even though they belong to different
 
fields. Some of the inventory boundaries are not so definite from the grey­
level plots and they are so designated in the figure by hashed lines. Those
 
boundaries in Figure 4-13 will be regarded as the expected inventory boundaries
 
and will be used for comparison with automatic computer results to be presented
 




Subsection 2.4 discussed the underlying principle for the enhancement of
 
inventory boundaries. To illustrate the principle more vividly, the hypothetical
 
illustrations in Figure 2-10 are now replaced by actual data. Figure 4-14
 
shows the original-raw data for channel 11, of each Scan 13 from the 4 fields.
 
It can be seen that fairly large and frequent fluctuations exist in the samples
 
from each scan line. Figure 4-15 shows the corresponding smoothed data by apply­
ing the 2-dimensional moving average over the given raw data. For the results
 
shown, a moving average over 25 resolution elements in the form of 5 x 5 array
 
was used. The curve in Figure 4-15 are not only smoother than the corresponding
 
curves in Figure 4-14, but also reveal more clearly trends of slow variation
 
existing in each scan line. Figure 4-16 shows the resulting enhanced data from
 
the smoothed data using all 12 channels. The peaks in this Figure indicate the
 
location of inventory boundaries in each scan. The larger the peak value, the
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The computer program, which is developed according to the above algorithm
 
has been applied to the multispectral data of the constructed agricultural field
 
containing C5-17, C5-22, C5-5, and C5-8. The computer outputs are shown in
 
Figures 4-17 through 4-21. Figures 4-17 through 4-19 employ the second type of
 
boundary enhancement, while Figures 4-20 and 4-21 employ the first type of
 
boundary enhancement. In Figure 4-17 a 4-level plot is used which prints a
 
dot (.) if the enhanced data lies below the mean plus one a-value, prints 1 if
 
it lies between the mean plus one a-value and the mean plus 2 a-value, and
 
similar definitions for prints 2 and 3. It can be seen that too many boundaries
 
appear in this plot. Figure 4-18 shows a new plot without all those symbol l's.
 
One can now see very distinct inventory boundaries which correspond very well
 
to those inventory boundaries determined by the human photo-interpretation
 
(Figure 4-13). Figure 4-19 employs only 4 channels instead of all 12 available
 
channels. Close resemblance of this plot to that in Figure 4-18 would imply
 
that these 4 channels may be sufficient to represent all 12 channels. Figures
 
4-20 and 4-21 are counterparts of Figures 4-18 and 4-19. Very close resem­
blance between these two sets of plots further indicates that the two types of
 
boundary enhancements, i.e., either taking the absolute value or taking the
 
square of the difference between the 2-dimensional moving averaged data are
 
about the same. For economy of computation time, the second type of boundary
 
enhancement seems to be better. In order to see the effect of the 2-dimensional
 
moving averaging on the enhancement of boundary, we have employed another
 
moving average for 9 resolution elements in the form of a 3 x 3 array. The
 
resulting inventory boundary map is shown in Figure 4-22. Comparing this with
 
Figure 4-18 one can see that the major boundaries are almost the same in the
 
two figures, and that Figure 4-22 shows more isolated boundary spots than
 
Figure 4-18. This implies that using the 5 x 5 array of resolution elements
 
for moving average yields better and more clear-cut boundaries than using the
 
3 x 3 array. This clearly indicates the importance pf he 2-dimensional
 
moving average on the performance of boundary enhancement.
 
4.6 	 INVENTORY BOUNDARY DETECTION BY STATISTICAL VARIANCE TECHNIQUE 
Figures 4-23 and 4-24 show the inventory boundary map obtained by the 
statistical variance technique using channel 1 and channel 11, respectively, 
with 99 percent of confidence limit. The symbol V represents the locations of
 






represents the location of inventory boundaries as detected normal to the scan
 
line. Finally, the symbol X represents the location of inventory boundaries
 
as detected in both directions. Comparing Figure 4-23 with Figure 4-9 (grey­
level plot), and Figure 4-24 with Figure 4-11, one can see that the inventory
 
boundaries determined automatically by the statistical variance method compare
 
reasonably well to those selected by the human photo-interpretation.
 
Figure 4-25 shows the inventory boundary map using channels 1 and 11
 
together. Comparing this figure with Figures 4-23 and 4-24, one can see that
 
the new inventory boundaries fall roughly in between those indicated by
 
using the individual channels. Two more maps of inventory boundaries using 4
 
channels (1, 2, 11, and 12) and 12 channels, respectively, are shown in Figures
 
4-26 and 4-27. Figures 4-25 and 4-26 are quite similar to each other. The
 
only major differences between Figures 4-26 and 4-27 appear in field C5-8.
 
Finally, comparing Figure 4-27 with Figure 4-13, it is seen that good agreement
 
in inventory boundaries are observed for C5-17, C5-22, and C5-5; and that the
 
vertical boundaries in C5-8 are completely different in these two figures. This
 
poor performance detection in C5-8 might be due to the existance of a vertical
 
boundary in C5-8 locating very close to the left end of the field, where the
 
scanwise inventory boundary detection is initiated. It is recalled that at
 
least 4 samples need to be used for the initial estimate of the statistical
 
variations (see subsection 2.5) prior to testing for boundaries. This require­
ment makes it very difficult to detect the left vertical boundary in C5-8 and
 
further cause misdetection later. In this respect, the boundary enhancement
 
method (Figure 4-22) is more powerful then-the statistical variation method
 
for detecting inventory boundaries.
 
4.7 STATISTICAL FEATURES OF INVENTORY AREAS, 
Once the inventory boundaries within a given target area (or image) are
 
determined as presented in subsections 4.5 and 4.6, the statistical features of
 
each individual inventory area, which are the areas bounded by the inventory
 
boundaries, may be calculated. For convenience of discussions, we shall
 
designate various inventory areas as indicated in Figure 4-13.
 
1 
Figure 4-28 is a computer printout of the mean vector, correlation
 






area C5-17 Section A, The magnitude of the covariance matrix is about two
 
orders of magnitude less than that of the correlation matrix. This implies
 
that the standard deviation for each channel is about one-tenth of the corres­
ponding mean value. The fact that roughly the average value of the element
 
of the normalized covariance matrix is about 0.50 implies that the 12 channels
 
of the data record are statistically correlated within each inventory area.
 
Figure 4-29 shows the mean vectors of reflectance for 6 inventory areas
 
in fields C5-17 and C5-22, while Figure 4-30 shows the mean vectors of reflect­
ance for 6 other inventory areas in fields C5-5 and C5-8. It is noted that the
 
mean vectors of C5-17, Section B, and C5-22, Section B, are much closer to each
 
other as compared with other mean vectors. This agrees with the computer
 
results that no inventory boundary is found between these two inventory areas.
 
We shall next examine the univariate probability density functions of the
 
multispectral agricultural data. It is recalled that among the 12 available
 
channels of data for the four agricultural fields under consideration, we have
 
found that only channels 1, 2, 11, and 12 are almost sufficient for determing
 
inventory boundaries. Thus, the discussion shall be restricted to the univariate
 
probability densities of only these four channels. Figures 4-31 through 4-34
 
show the univariate probability histograms for field C5-22 for channels 1, 2,
 
11, and 12, respectively. The curves marked by symbol A are obtained from
 
actual data, while the curves marked by symbol B are gaussianly distributed
 
curves with the same standard deviation and peak value as the actual data.
 
The figures clearly indicate that the reflectance over field C5-22 is definitely
 
not gaussianly distributed, and that the actual distribution are multiple-mode.
 
For channel 1 we can see two distinctly large peaks. For channel 2, there are
 
three main peaks. Figures 4-33 and 4-34 show that the distribution is skew to
 
the low reflectance value. In order to provide one more check to see whether
 
the inventory areas we have established are really composed of statistically
 
homogeneous samples, we have also plotted the probability histograms for C5-22,
 
Section A, B, and C with channel 1 and 11 (Figures 4-35 through 4-40). These
 
figures clearly indicate that the univariate probability histograms are
 
practically Gaussian for all the three inventory areas under consideration.
 
In other words, field C5-22 is composed of three different homogeneous areas,
 






Therefore, the division of the field C5-22 into three inventory areas as shown
 
in Figure 4-13 is reasonable.
 
4.8 DIVERGENCE MATRIX AMONG INVENTORY AREAS 
To calculate the divergence matrix among various inventory areas (or
 
populations) and thus to compare the statistical dissimilarity (or separability)
 
among them, we need to input the mean vectors and covariance matrices of all
 
inventory areas into the divergence matrix program. Tables 4-2 and 4-3 show
 
two such inputs for C5-17, Sections A and B. Table 4-4 shows the divergence
 
matrix for the 12 inventory areas as indicated in field designations. (Note
 
that the larger the value of divergence between two inventory areas, the less
 
similar they are.) We have observed in an earlier part of the Section that
 
C5-17, Section A is more similar to Q5-22 Section B than any others. The table
 
gives a divergence of 3.303 between these two inventory areas, which happens
 
to be the smallest element of the divergence matrix. Tables 4-5 and 4-6 show
 
two contributing parts, called trace 1 and trace 2 matrices, to the divergence
 
matrix; they represent the first and second term (without the factor 1/2) of
 
the sight-hand side of equation (2-11). If covariance matrices of all inventory
 
areas are identical, then trace 1 matrices will vanish. On the other hand, if
 
the mean vectors of all inventory areas are the same, then trace 2 matrix will
 
vanish. Comparing Tables 4-5 and 4-6 indicate that the elements of trace 1
 
matrix are much larger than those of trace 2 matrix. This would imply that
 
the dissimilarity among those 12 inventory areas is mainly due to their
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Figure 4-8. RAW DATA PLOT OF CHANNEL 12 FOR ONE SCAN LINE PER FIELD
 
4-16 
NORTHROP 	 TR-860 
HUNTSVILLE
 
CHANNEL 1 SYSB9L INTERVAL-
WAVE LENGTH (MICRBNS) 0.40 - 0.44 
1 
0.50 - 0.65 
0.65 ­ 0.80 
2 0.80 - 0.95 
3 0.95 - 1.10 
4 5 1.10.25 -1.25 - 1.40 
6 1.40 - 1.55 
7 1.55 - 1.70 
a I . f6U- 1.85 
9 1.85 - 2.00 
0 2.15 -




I*55555555666555555655554555 44444_4433344333333343334433 4 5565665665666766677767 
2 *55545555565555655555544555 444433334334343331333333333333343 565555655666&666666666 
3 *555445555665554555554555 43434443433333333333333343333333 55555555666666666666 
4 *55545555666555555455544455 43434433333333333332343433333333 5565555655666666666665 665 6 5  
 44333 463 333334333333333333333
6*55545565555555555555554555
5 5555 -  4 55 
 444443333434343343343334-333 5556556566666666567666
C5-17 ... -5 3-344- 43333433333333443333333, 5555565655565666666666
5 565555 54455464 

8 555§5555655545555555544445! 4444333333334*334333333333335 55655666666666666667 
9 5555555565556553S 3 55 4 44-3 343 3333333334444333443-!5565555566 -6 -66677" ­
0 *55555555555455554554455 34443444333334433333443433433 566555555566666666666 
11 *555455555555-55555545545 433444433i33343333333333 4333 556565666666666666
 
12 *555455555545445445446445 4343444443333333433333T44333333334	 5555556556565666666766
4 33 433
 
.... 1r*555555555545555544445 4444 33334344333
 33333 55556555566666666666
 
14 *77888888988888877n777 44554454444444443443333334.445 T76 7777777777771?66656555
666f76i667t7etT666C55
15 *77887778471"/8-77f6? 4444 44434433334333344333445
1 lt$!ala55oyr54lyl-yrrl 51 4444434 '4344A 33f 3t& 56 _ 66 66C 555  
16 *77787787878888877677 54454444444444433333433434444 6776666676676666666655555
54 

1B *777788787787778777167 44444344444344443433333433334333 6777666766666666655555 
.....'673-555TM755 411 44 3W4444 *444336616661767 666i6f766t1666666555544C52 	 115 *77877 17§8Th771817371 a!5! W f4133 TSZ-33-4fll-lfl 36 666 5555 
20 *77778777777777776 44444434434344434333433334 343 666666666677 766766555555 

13 *7?888 T777Y87Y fl411444X:441443~~1SIll344 61666667776666u&a53T5f 
2 *7877878 787887777 44454444443444443333333333334444 66667666666666666655455 
24 *78878867677787876766 444444444344443443334333433333334 67666666666766666555555 
75 *77888887888787777 445*76771766665i' ~4 34444434*43433333334344 66661?6?666665665411343W1fl1W1!XC-2 21 -43444W44-1"M41ID4 676 77 761167666654555 
26 *7787877177787T7761 444444344333444333344333343333343 666666667666766766565554 
24 *788 777886 7 44b4444444444334433433333413 65616657656766566S 
28 *666766676665665565545 444534443334334344443343434343444 666566555655666666666566 
30 676667777666555575546 4444444444344343343443444454434 566556656666666677666665 
2g *66767666665666 65*6 544 4 64]3434431,3346 44 ]3 666666566656S5666665566 
32 *66676756665665656656 4443444346 444443344434434343 66565666665665666665655 
' 666 465464r4.qA3 63'433 634443 6 96-C 37W43 333 	 6588 5-6'5'6W! 6656656C5-5 34*6666776T766666657656 4444544 4444433343 443444444 56666665666665656676667566 
35 *56T7161176656555665W 44544,4443433444334)4344333. 6565566665566646676666656 
36 *6665766666665666546 4444443334444434333443333344 6555666566656667767655 
6666
66T6666444 t 3633 4366563
 
38 *676567766666666666556 4445444543434444443344443444334 6665556666665666676665656i 
-- W =66 6Tr66566 , E~34 & 64363-33 4 666665665;566 6666 40 *44465477 33343333323222233263333333223 5455456666666656666765664565566 T6434644634 
36 *66 33 336333333 322323223334434 4433666566655666766655565556 64444446633 
42 *44445 3333333343231363333333233 545566666666666666666666555666 543444444 
43 *644445 333323222232322232322332333. 445454666556666566776555556555 5364643333 
44 *444454 433333332333232223323j3333 435655565656 6667666555566 444444434. 
45 *445555 3333333323333323233333333 54555666656665566666655556666 4444444444 C5-8 464*54555 33l33333333332323332322333 54445556565665566666776666556655 43444444 
47 *44455 3433333333233222223332333333 555545566556666556666665556565 434444433 
48 *4545554 33333333333333333333323333 4554555556666 566666465556566 5646444443 
9e*44555 333333332333332323333333333 54554556556566665666666655556666 4444444444 
50 *45455 33333332332323323333333333 545545566555556665566676555565667 44444"433 
4 45555 3343333333334333332333333333 455S55566656666666666665656656? 5444444444 
52 *555556, 3333333333234343323333333333 545545665 6666566666555566 44444444+ 





CHANNEL 2 SYMBOL INTERVAL 
WAVE LENGTH (INCRONS) 0.4 4 -0O.46 - 1.00 RVL - ___ --1.0- 1.20 
1 1.20 - 1.40
 
2 1.40 - L.60
 
3 1.60 - 1.80 
4 1.80 - 2.00 
S 5 2.00- 20 
6 2.20 - 2.40 
7 2.40 - 2.60 
8 2.60 - 2.80 
9 2.80 - 3.00 
0 3.20 -





I *44444445554444544V4-43334 33333232232i222222222222222233 4444444444444444445545 
2 *444444345544444444444444444333333222222222Z2322Z222222223343444444444 4444444554 
3 *44444445554344444454434444 3333222222222322222222222222222344444344444444444445544 
4 *44444445544344444444333344 323333222222222222222232222222344444434444444544444444 
5 *444444444443444543444333444 333233332222223222222222222222234444444434444444454545 











______13 444444444 fl344W333 3334 33333fl 422 aSTnfalnrta1AnnZ-n f3 444ZZ-43454445 -544­
14 67777776766776656567 344433333333333342323222333233333 56555555555555555544 343345 
15 *677766676666777656667 334343433323332332322222222232233 555555555555555555444333335
 
16 *776767667676667666558 334343333333333332222222232332233 555555555555454555544433335
 
17 *66767776677677766666 333433433332333233322332232333232 456555555555555455444433334
 
18 *677767666666667656667 334433333332333233333222222332233 45555555555555555544,433335
 
C5-22 20 *666167666666666665666 334334333323333333222232323333233 555555555555555555441333334 
21 *666676776676676765666 333333333332333333222232323333233 555555555555555455444333334 
22 *677666766676777666567 334443433323333322222323322322233 45555455555455554544,333334 
23 4777776766677166665567 34444333332333332322222333223333 55555555555555655544,333335 
24 *677166676666677766667 334433332333333323322222222323223 555555555555555454441333335 
3 465_55_5555555554443_ 3334 ­25Y*717?T676W7W67666656 T_ fYYF"331ZfZ233 
26 *667777777777677665656 334443323333333323333322232322233 3555555555544 444 33334 
27 *555665555555545555545 334333333333332333333322223332333 54554444 444445654444444 
28 *556565555555555554445 343333333333333333333333333323333 55554444444444444554 44444 
29 *5555555555445555445 333333332332323323222322222233322 444544444444444444554443444 
30 *555565655545545554545 343333333332233333232332323333333 545544444444444445555444444 
-31 * Z36555555454554545 34333fl1333323-3TfY33332223332323 54454444444444445544444444 
'32 *565566555544544545545 343333333332233333332332223332333 544544444544444445544444444 
C5--5 33 *555565555554555555545 3343333333323333332233-2223232333 545544444544444445544444444 
34 *555566555555545555545 334333333333333333323333333223333 545644444444444445554444444 
35 *5555555554T544W54W5 33433333333223332333333233333333 544544444544544445544444444 
36 *555555555554444455545 43333333333233333333332333333333 544454444544444445544444444 
------- IT Fl33335455444333333233323333 444 555454444*5 -5665555555444545 _5444  
38 *555555555455534555446 344333333v3323333333333 3333 45444A44f; 4 
39 *6655SSS4M11255i4CS4 333 33332333; fWl4l4z4 44f44l44f4 
40 -113343 2ZZ l2122221z2; [2z2lzzzzz222 314fl 4S .2Z2ZZZZZZ2 223442436 
41 *333343 3222222777217"M21127-11222727 f4U 4%SSIC43 2i222 
42 *333443 22222222222222221222222222223 3333444454455544-4565555443334436 233222222222 
43 *333444 22222222222222222222222222223 533*34445544555544465655454345445 22322222Z222 
44 *333443 22222122122212221222222222222 53343344544455454555555544344443 2322222222Zz 
45 *333444 3222222212222222222222222222 5334434S555455544455655444445s-45 232232322222 
3 3 4 4 4 C5-8 46 *333434 32222222222222222222222222222 5433 5-4555544456a5 5 &4 4 444444 12323222222 
47 *333443 3 222222222 222222222 2222 543334444544544444566554543345444 223232322221 
48 *333444 222222222222222222222222222354344344444555444556654443444444 232332232222 
49 334 222222222212222222222222222 222233322322N4 333334444445544455665S543444444 

50 *334444 32222222222222222222222222222 533444444444455554456655443345444 232223233222 
51 *333444 2222222222232221222222222222 533444445444545444555555444344444 222222222222 
52 *4444443 2222222222_233322212222222222 53344445554445554455655444434444 2332232ZR -






CHANNEL 11 SYPBROL _ -. INTERVAL 
WAVE LENGTH (MICRaNS) 0.72 - 0.80 - -000 - 0.20 
1 0.20 - 0.40 
2 0.40 - 0.60 
3 0.60 - 0.80 
45 0.601.00 -- 1.001.20 
6 1.20 - 1.40 
1 1.40 - 1.60 
8 1.60 - 1.80 
9 1.80 - 2.00 
0 2.20 -




1 *555566556664655555566564 333332333323322332222322233333 4334333C34344444 
2 *55555655556555455555555554 3333233223322323223222223222223323 333333343434434444444 
*55556655556665456555556553 23332222232232222222f222223333233,433333434334544444443 
4 *55556655566665555555566654 3332222322222232332322322232232333 433343443333344444444 
S *55555655566655555555566654 3332233222232232232233223223223333 333343333434444444444 
6 *55555655566555555555566654 3332322222222222222332222322232223 43333333343344443344 
C5- 17 7 i355535333WW355566rC5;53666 flfff)lfTlllfl~l3 	 3433334444343 ­8 *55555555566655556665556665 3333333332332232322222222233323333 343434343334434444444
 
9 *555555555665555555 566664 33333323 2222222222222232333323323 4333333334444444444
 
10 *55555555566655555565566564 3333323333222322323323322222223223 332433333344344444443
 




'13___I 	 fn3n372n3332 N~33333434344444343*55655333353333I37W 	 n2 
14 *554555554444444454444 3 3333333232233233322233333333333 33333334333333333333444443
 
15 *455444554444344444454 33332333222322222222232333333233 33333333333333332332444433
 
16 *455554555544444444545 333333333333232233322333333333333 433333333333333333332344443
 
17 *455554544444444444454 333332332322322222222223333333333 433333333333323333323344443
 
18 *455545544444444444454 333333223322233222222233322333333 433333333333333333333334433
 
f9 *55S33;SZZZ44444444 13322733322F33322--3-2323-33233333 3434133333333333333333443
 
C5-22 20 *454554554444444444454 333233323323233222222333323333333 433333333333333323333333433
 
21 *555554554444444444454 333333333323223232233322233333533 33334333333333333333334443 
22 *555555544444444444444 333333323233333323223233333333333 433334333333333333223344443 
23 *555554445444444444554 33333223322233323323233333333233 433343333333333333223344433 
24 *544444445544444444454 33332332332323322223332333323233 433333333333333233222333343 
-25 X443 44 5 4 33f21333T333233333333223V 4-333 4-33-333332333344433 
26 *555544444444444444555 33333332222322232333333333333233 3333333333333333223343443 
27 *4 44444444444444454 666776665666 66666555677766 4434443343344443323 
28 *444444444444444444454 T6667766656176677666656&67TT77665 44444444444343443344433333 
29 *444444444444444444454576777667567766766556666777767666 44444434444444444444443333 
30 *444444444444444444454 667776766677767765555567777766 44444343444343444344333323 
. 11*424 4 44444 7777nTT67T76-6665 667777 7766 4444434444-34443444333232 
c5_5 32 *44544444444445454454 66777776567777776566666777777767 544444444444344344444343333 
33 *4444444444444445 77717765677777666556677fl6"76 444444344444344344444343333 
34 *44444444454444444445 T76677777678777666666677177766 44444334444433344444443232 
35 *44445444454444444445 6666776077777776665667777Y?7767 444444444444344444444433333
 
36 *4444444444444454454 667666617777766?666f7777T776 444444444444333344444433233
 
- 'T- 44 444f444kb67T77iT666667777777761444444444444433444444443332
, 44 
38 *444444444444445444454 76666766677776777666667777767766 44444444434333343444343333 
39 *4444444445441444454 7766666567817677666666716flC6fl6 44444444;444343344444333332 ­
40 *322233333333332332323232323322222223333 4433444444444333444443333333223333333333323 
41 *322 "333337323"321222232222222231_33444374W4333l444413333S33333333333333f 
42 *3232333333333233323332322223333Z333333 43444444444433444454443333333333333333323 
43 4333323333333332233333332223333222223333 4333344444444334444444333333322333322333322 
44 *3322333333333223232333333223233332333333 3333444444443344444444333f33333333L - ­
45 *332233333332-2232332233232323222223333 43333444444443334444443333333333333332323333 32 333 3
 C5-8 	 46 *322233433333222322333333333223222322233 4333333444 4433454 14443334 23333 33 
47 *332233333233323332323333323223323323233 4333334444434334454544443333432333333333333 
48 *323233333322222233322323232322223222233 4433333334444334445444333334433333322333233 
49 *33333333333232223232323233232Z332233333 4443343444444434445444343334332333333333333
 
50 *323323433332223233223223322322322222333 3333333444444444554544333333432333333333333 
51 *32323343222i23332233322223232322222322344433343434433444454333333333223333333333
 
52 *32233333332223223223333322221222-232314 33_33_34-3-6 L333333"333333333311 _
 







CHANNEL 12 SYPBUL INTEfVAL 
WAVE LENGTH (MICRONS) 0.80 ­ 1.00 0.00 - 0.15 
- 0.15 - 0.30 
2 0.30 - 0.45 
3 0.45 - 0.60 
4 0.60 - 0.75 
5 ,D.75 - 0.90 
6 0.90 - 1.05 
7 1.05 - 1.20 
8 1.20 - 1.35 
9 1.35 - 1.50 
C 1.65 -





1 *55555665566665465556556554 33333322233333332223333222333333313343332333333343444444 
2 *55555665566566556655556555 32322333332233333223332322223323234433333433343344444343 
3 *55555655666666556665566655 33333233233222322333223322333232334444343333333433444444 
4 *S5556665666665546655666654 33323333323223323222222323223323334443334333444344344444 
5 *55555666566655555555556664 33333233232333323332233323222233334433333333343434443444 
6 ,55555555366656555665555765 33333Z3222332ZZ3ZZ2ZZ332ZZ22333323333343333434344344443 
C51 7 ,55555555566656555565556665 33222232332332222 33222323Z333333233333333 333333443344344 
8 *55556565566665566665556765 33333223232222233222232233323323233333343333333444444444 
9 *55556555566655665655567665 33333333333323333322332333233333234433343334334444444444 
10 *55555555566655565565565655 3333333332222233222223222333233333333333333333343434444 
IL *55556555556655556566567665 333333332223222223222323333323323333333333333333434443 
12 *955565455656556565 65667765 2333333333322232333332222333333233333333433343444344444 










C5-22 	 20 *5555555455554454445443333333233332233232323333332333333443333434433333233333334443 
21 *55555555545545444445543333332333222333232333333333333343343333343333333333322234433 
22 *55565555545444444455443333333332333323332333333333333333333333334333333333333344343 









28 *454444444444544444464 76767766666776677766566677877776665 4544444444434444444433323
 
29 *444444444444444444554 776777677657777666655666777?6776655 3444444444344434444444232
 




32 *444444444444445444454 7676677166677767766655667777766666 4444333443433343444333332
 
C5_5 33 *445544444444445444454 7 767777756777777666665677777667664 4444444444333444444334333
 
34 *4445444444444444454 7766777666777777765666777777777765 3444334443443334444433323 
35 *4444445444444444444545766767T6TT777777666656776?667667 4444434444333344444343333 
36 *445554444444444444454576676666577877771665566?777177T 4444344444443334444433232 


















C5-8 46 *333233443333323323333333322322323323323 43333443454443344 4544433333332333233333333 
47 *32 3331333332322?32233233323222222Z233131 3 l4$4444*3il3$f~lltl 
" 4 3331331332232 33323233322333233422;fl3uuff*4Yl454&lf1i3i 
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Figure 4-14. ORIGINAL RAW DATA FOR CHANNEL 11 CX =0.72 - 0.80 vi) 0 
12 
c 
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03 
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II 




1o 120 130 140 I 160o0 H 





INVENTORY BOUNDARY MAP BY BOUNDARY ENHANCEMENT
 




1 0.40 - 0.44
 
2 0.44 - 0.46 
3 0.46 - 0.48 
4 0.48 - 0.50 
5 0.50 - G.52 
6 0.52 - 0.55 
7 0.95 - 0.53 
8 0.58 - 0.62 
9 0.62 - 0.66 
10 0.66 - 0.72
 
II 0.72 - 0.80
 
12 0.80 - 1.00 
SYMBOLS . LESS THAN MEAN . MEAN-HEAN+ISD 4 = MEAN+ISD-MEAN+2SD 
2 * MEA'+2SD-'EAN+3SD 3 = GREATER THAN NEAN+3SD 






2 *o..1 .................. 1.11 ............................... 133....................
 
4 ..... 1.1 ........ 1 ....2.11..................................1122.....................
 




10 *..1.12,... I...........1.21211..........11ll...1I....... ... 1...
l....................
 
12 * ..... 1.1 ........... 11.1121..1..1... ................... 122.....................
 
14 * .... 1.11.1..11 .... I...2121. ...1...............I ........ 211 ............. I.....
 
t6 * ... 1...1.1111 .... 1..2131......... I....... I.. ............ 12?......................
 
1 *. ... I. ... ..21311 ....... 1...........................11 ....................
 
20 *... 1....... 112.1 ...1..2131 ................................22 ....................
 
22 1222212222232Z1111223232311. .......................... 221123311.t1 ...11.. ..
 
24 *33333333333333323333333321............ 11 ... 1... 111113333333112212111111.... 1111
 
26 *3333333333333332333333331.1 ..... Ill ............ 1.... 12333331122211111..1.1111122
 
26 *1 ... I...............1233...
I...1.21..2333312..L........1... ..........11-.1-2
 
30 *...11. 1111..1.13333.2.1. .... .... 111.11­............. 12231........... 

32 ........ 1.111..13333.21. ...... .... .................1231................. 11...2
 
346 *.1........21.1333321.............................133.................11Il.1... ..........  !..... 1!23..  I. ..
I  1.11333211 ..  11 11.1
 
38 *... 1....... 11.13332.2...... I.....................1331.................1-111.1
 

40 * .. .. 1.... .. 2332 .... ...........................11221..................... 1..1
 
42 *1 ........ I.l.. 12331 ............................... 1331..1.1 ............ 1.11.1
 
44 ... 1.I........21.,.133321....L..........................233..................... .1112
 
46 ...... .I..233211.1........ 111 .... I........... 2321 ................... 1..3
 
48 *1 .... I ... .1...23321...1........ .I... I............32°...1...... 11 ....1I..!
 




54 *111..11111.111112132322222322222332222111212322222222332... 11.1 ........ 21L2.1...
 
56 * ........ I....... 1.212....! 122 l .1.... 1.1.....
............................ ...

58 * ....... 1 113 ........ I..... 11....11 ........ 221..1........... 1.111...
 
60 * .......... 1.112 .......... 11 .... I...1.11 ........ 122...1..I ........ 111.1 ....
 
62 *..... I ..........1.1121...I ..... I..................... 222... ...........1..I .....
 
64 * ............. 1..1.112 .... ..... .... 11 ........ 223...1 ........... I.. .....
 
66 * ..... .1.112........... I ............... ......... 2231..2 ........... 11.1 .....
 
68 * ...... 1.112 ....... 1.111 ........1I..1 ........ 222..2 ..... ....... 1 .....
 
70 *.I...............1.113.......11 ..... 1 ..... I......... 222.1.111 ..........1.11 ....
 
72 * ....... I...........112.......... It......................222 ... 12.1...................
 








82 4.11333... I........ .............. 1311.1..111...1..11.-2... 11.1t..33131 .........
 
84 *1.13321...11 .................... 11321.,..121...1..12.111.1111211..13231 .........
 
86 *.12331111 .1......... I. ........11321....ll ...... 11.11..11211....23131 .........
 
88 *.113311 ......................... 1.3111....1...... t1.I.11121211..13133.........
 
90 4.11231... ..........................113112...Ill........ 1.131.1221211...3233........ 1
 
92 *..2133.1 .. 1................ 1131.2... 111 ....... 1.231.122222 ....3733......
 
94 *111332.1.. ............. ......... 1.32.2..1.1........ 1.122.12221.1.1.3233 .........
 
*6 *...3312.1.....................I ....11?1.2 .111..... ........
I 11.122113111..l..3?331 
98* 11.2311...............I..............13211...11....... 1..t22.12111111..3333......... 
100 *...133112.................... 2 .L11 112122L 132331........ 
102 *.1.1221... o.......11 .............. 32.2 ... ! ....... 11.221.1t211...323 .......... 
Figure 4-17. INVENTORY BOUNDARY MAP BY BOUNDARY ENHANCEMENT,
 






INVENTORY BOUINDARY MAP BY BOUNDARY ENHANCFMENT 
CROPS C5-17,5-2Z,5-5,5-8, ALTITUDE 200C FT. 0ATF RELDRED 6/10/66
 
CH&NEL WAVE LENGTH 
1 0.40 - 0.44 
2 0.44 - 0.46 
3 0.46 - 0.48 
4 0.48 - 0.50 
5 0.50 - 0.52 
6 0.52 - 0.55 
7 0.55 - C.58 
8 0.58 - 0.62 
9 0.62 - 0.66 
10 0.66 - 0.72 
11 0.72 - 0.80 
12 0.B0 - 1.00 
SYMBOLS . = LESS THAN MEAN . = MEAN-MLAk+LSD . = MEAN+ISD-MEAN+2S0 
2 = PEA+ZSO-MEAN+3SD 3 = GREATER THAN IEAN+3S0 
0 000000000 0OGOOO00 OOOCCO00l1l 1111 tllilli000000000001111 
00001l111222223333344444555556666677788889qq90)000L111122223333344444555556 
24680 2 4680246q024680 2 4680246 8 0246Sq2468C2464024,8024682468024680246802468024680 
2 * ........................... 3....................*
 
4 * ...... ............... 2................................... 22 .................... *
 
6 *......................2 ................................. 23 ....................
 
8 *.. . ......... 2.2...............................22....................*
 
10 *..... ................ 2.2.................................. I.................... *
 
12 *.......................2.. .................................. 22 ..................... *
 
14 .................. 2.2................................ .......................
 
16 * 2................................22.....................*
 3....3.........2.3  

I8 *......................2.3 ........................ ,..................................
 
20 *..............2.........2.3.. .................................. 22.. ....................
 






28 *..... ... 3333.2..............................233........................
2 .... 
30 * .......... 333. .........................3...... ............................. 2 *
 
3 *.. 3........3 2*
..... .. ........................... 23 ....................... 





8 *...... ..... 3332.2. ........................... 33............................*
 
40 * ................ 32 ....... ........................ *
2.3. ................... 

42 *...... ........... 23 ................................. 33 ........................
 




4 .................... 2332 ................................32.........................
 








58 4...........3........ .......................... ,22............................*
 
60 ............................................... 22 .......................
... *
 
6 *..................... 2 ................................. 222...........................
 








72 *..................................................222.... 2 ................... *
 
74 *.... ..................... 3. ................................ 222.. 2.2 ...............
 
6 #..2............ 222333332..22333232222....2........33..................1323222..­
78 *3333333332233333333333333333333333.. 33322233333333332....... 2..... 333.33333333* 
80 *33 33333223 33333323333333333333333333333333333333333332..2.32. .23.323333332224 
82 *...333.............................3....................2............ 33.3.......... 
84 *...332............................32 ......... ....... ....323..........
...... 2 2 
86 *..233............................... 32....................... 2......23.3...........* 
38 4...33............................... 3........................ 2...2 . 3.33..........4* 
90 *...23...............................2................ 32.2..... 3233 *.. .........

92 *..2.33................................ 3..2 ............... 23...2222. .... 3233 ......... *
 
94 * ... 332..............................352.2.................. 22..2?22...3233..........*
 
96 * ... 33.?................................2-.2.................. 2..3......... 3233.......... *
 
98 * ... 23............................... 32.................... 22-.2......... 3333 .....
 
100 *4....33.............................. 2...................22 .22........ 3233..........4
 
102 * .... 22............................ .2..... ......... 22..... 2..... 3233.....
 
Figure 4-18. INVENTORY BOUNDARY MAP BY BOUNDARY ENHANCEMENT, 








INVENTORY BOUNOARY MAP BY BOUNDARY ENHANCEMENT
 
CROPS CS-17,5-22,5-5,5-8, ALTITUDE 2000 FT.- DATE RECORDED 6/30/66
 
CHANNEL WAVE LENGTH 
1 0.40 - 0.44 
2 0.44 - 0.46 
11 0.72 - 0.80 
12 0.80 - 1.00 
SYMBOLS . = LESS THAN MEAN .= EAN-MEAN+LSD . = MEAN 1SD-MEAN+2SD 

























18 *...... ............... 2.2........................................................
 
20 .	 2.2.......................................................
................ .  













34 * ....................332 ...............................22 ........................ *
 
36 * .................. 332............... .................22.......................... *
 





42 * ................... 33.................................33........................
 
44 * .......................33...................................232. ........................*
 




50 *..............23 .. 23333333333331333333332223333333332.22..........................*
 
52 *......... 22. ... 2..33333333333333313333332333333333332............................*
 
54 *...................... 2232.22232222233222....232. .2222232........................... *
 
56 * ........................ 2........................... ....... 2...........................*
 

















74 *.........................3.................................. 222.......................... *
 
76 *..2...........22313332.2.22333232222. .Z......... 333................22.2... *
 
TS *?22233 33322 33233333333333333333333333322Z32233333333322..............3IZ333333222*
 
























Figure 4-19. 	 INVENTORY BOUNDARY MAP BY BOUNDARY ENHANCEMENT, 





I IV[NT48RY Iii.v sIP BY BOUNDARY E.HANCFMEIr 




1 0.40 - 0.44 
2 0.44 - 0.46
 
3 0.46 - 0.48
 
4 0.48 - 0.50
 
5 0.50 - 0.52 
6 0.52 - 0.55 
7 0.55 - 0.586U ~L 
q 0.58 - 0.62.tv RE " 
9 0.62 - 0.66 
10 0.66 - 0.72 
11 0.72 - 0.80 
12 0.80 - 1.00
 
SYMBOLS * LFSS THAI MFAI . = MESM-MEAN+tSO z MEANt+SU-MLAN+2SO 
2 z MFV'+lS-MFA4+3SD 3 = GRAfTER THA4 MEAN+3SD 
11111111 
000I0Ill1122222333 334444455555666667?77718888999qOO0 1111222223333344444555556 
0000000000000000000000000000000000000C0000 000001111L 11111 i Il|111111 
24680?4680246d02468024680246q0246802468C246902468024680246802468246802468024680
 
2 ......... ...................... 3.......................
 
4 * ..........................................................33 ..................... *
 
6 .................................................... .... 2 .................... *
 
K2*........... 2.2.......,....... ..................... 2.2 .....................
 
1 *............. ......................................... 3. ....................
 
12 .............. . ..... .................................. ....................
 
14 ......... ......................................................
3. .  I
 
15 ........... 2 ...............................
. . 2.......................*
 
IN ...... ................. 3............................ ... ........................
 
1 ............... 3.......... ........................... .. .....................
 
22 22..2222.2333 ..... 33333..............................33.2222.......................
 






so.. ..................2733 2  ............................. 223.........................
 
3? . .... . .. 333.. ................................. 23..........................
 
14 4............... ... 3333.2...............................33..........................*
 
36 ....... 33............ ................................ 23..........................
 
39 4.... .. .... 233.2.......................... 2........................ *
 
40 .................. ................................. 2 ........................ *
 
4? ........ 3.... ............. .................. 322.........................
 





4$ * ....... 1? 32.............................
33............ ................................ 

50 *4..??...2?...?.2 33333333333333333313333333333333333................ ..... *
 
52 .. . .2132.32....3133333333333333332333333333333332..................22....22
 







60 *..................... .............. ............................................
 





66 ... ............................................... 23 ..........................
 
68 *............ ............................... 2.............................*
 
10 *... 2.................2................................. 2.........................
 
02 * ................................ ......................................................
 
74 *......... 3........... ...................................................... .... *
 




80 *33233333233333331333333333313333333333333333333333 ......... 32..33.32333313222­
8? * ... 333 ............................ 32..............................3.3.........333.
 
84 * . 332............................. Z.............................. 233.........233
 
$6 * ... 33..............................2.............................. 3.3........
 
88 *. ... 33...............................3.......................... 2........ 3.33..........4
 
90 * .. 2 32.............................. 3.....................3..-2..?..3233 .....
 
92 *..2233 ............................. 32.2............. 3... 2........333.........
 
94 *...3132.............................. 32.................... 22-32........ 3233.....
 
96 4... 33............................... 3................... -3........33 323
.........
 
98 4 .. 332.............................. ................... 2........333......... 
100 4 2....2 ............................ 32....................2............. 3333 ..... 
102 4 2....2............................ 32.2..................2...?......... 3233.....
 
Figure 4-20. INVENTORY BOUNDARY MAP BY BOUNDARY EIJHANCEMENT, 





I'VEITRY POUNDARY MAP BY BOUNDARY ENHANCEME4T 







0.40 - 0.44 
0.44 - 0.46 
0.72 - 0.80 
0.80 - 1.00 
SYMBOLS . = LESS THAN MEAN . = MEAN-MEA+ISD . = MEAN+ISD-MEAN+2SD 
2 = MEAN+2SD-MEAN+3SD 3 = GREATER THAN WEAN+3SD
 
111llllllll




















16 33 	 2.........................................................
.........................

18 *................ ........ 2................................. ......................
 
20 4........................ .... ...................................................... *
 








30 *. .................... 333 ................................22.........................
 
32 *........................ 333.................................. 22.........................
 
34 *. .................... *
333.................................32........................ 
36 *................... 333................................ 2......................... *
 
38 * ......... 3 ........................................................ *
33......  






44 *................... 33....................................32......................... *
 
46 ................... 332................................3.......................... *
 
48 *................... 332 ................................3 .........................*
 
50 * ............ 22 .... 3333333333333333333332.23333333332............................ *
 
52 * ........ 2.......... 233333333333333333332223333333332...........................*
 
54 *........................322222222.27333222 ..... 23332272222 ........................... *
 
56 4..... ........ ........................................................... *
 
58 * ...................... 3. ............................................................
*
 
60..................... 2... .... .....................................................
 
62 * ....................2.................................. 2........................ *
 
64 . .................... 2........ .......................... 2........................
 




70 *...... . ............. 2........ .........................2...........................
 




T6 *.............. 222233333222222233332222............... 222 ........................ 4
 




52 *............ ..................... 3............................... 33......... *
 
84...................................2..... ......... ?.s.e.~ t
ses  	 2?,.-0s::j 
90.............................3................. ... ................ 4-23......... 4
 
92 *...................-------- 4................................12..................33.......... *
0.. ............................ 3 . . . .. . 3233 . .  
96 * .................................. 32... ............................3233.........*
 
96 * ..................................3................................3 233......... *




102 *.................................. 32............................... 3233 ......... *
 
Figure 4-21. 	INVENTORY BOUNDARY MAP BY BOUNDARY ENHANCEMENT,
 







INVENTORY BOUNDARY MAP BY BOUNDARY EKHANCENENT
 




1 0.40 - C.44
 
2 0.44 - 0.46
 
3 0.46 - 0.48
 
4 0.48 - C.50 
5 0.50 - C.52 
6 0.52 - 0.55 
7 0.55 - 0.58 
8 0.58 - C.62 
9 0.62 - 0.66
 
10 0.66 - 0.72
 
II 0.72 - 0.80
 
12 0.80 - 1.00
 
SYMBOLS * LESS THAN MEAN . = MEAN-MEAK*1SD . MEAN+ISD-MEAN+ZSD 



















12 * 3..... ..................2.......................*
........ .......... .............. 

14 .......................2........................................ 2..... ..... ...........
 










24 *..2222Z22222222.2Z33333.2..............................2...333.2. .. ..........*
 
26 *333333333333333323333333.............. 2.......... 2.2223333332-222.2- ... 22.*
 
28 * ........ 2.2.333322..........2 ... 2.............. 23..................... 2....2*
 
30 * ...... 2 ...233333............................... 33. ........................ 3*
 
32 *. ............... 23332...............................23......................
 
34 *2. .2.2....2....333....................................23............... ......... 2*
 




40 *.2 ..... 3 2...33333 ............................... 33...................... 3.2*
 
42 *..... .2........3322............................... 232.......................2*
 




48 *. ..... 2.3....... ......................




52 *3. .22323333222...222333333333333333333333333333333333332. .. ........... 33..22.2*
 
54 *.2... 2.... .2...22333223333.2.3333332332223333323332232................... 222... *
 
56 * ............... .............
 ................2 . .......................... *
 
58 *.. ....... 332.................... ............. 2....*2....................*
 
60 *.......33...... ............................... 22.......................... *
 
62 * .......... .................................. 22 ................2 ......... *
 
64 * ... .. .. ................................. * 22.......................... *23 

66 *..... ................. 33.........22........................ .................. 2... .*
 
68 * ......... 33. ................................. 22 ................. 2
 
70 *........ 2.3......... ............................. 2....23.........................*
 





76 *........3.......... .......................... 2....22.........................*
 
78 *2222.222 ... 2222233333233333333313222..2222.2.22233. .... 22.... .2.. .333332222*
 
90 *333333333333323333333331333333333333333333S333333313332 ... 33. .23333333333332*
 
82 * .... 32. 2..... ..................... 32..2..............2.............. 3332........... *
 
84 * .... 32............................... 22................................ 3333........ .*
 
86 *2...22 .......................... .2....3...... 2...2332........... *
22.. .. . 
88 *. .2.23..............................2................. . 2333...........*2... .. 2.... 
90 *2 ... 2........... 2..................... 322 ............. 2...... . 2..2332........... 




96 *...222.............................. 2222....22.............. 2.... . .-333-....
 
98 *..2.23............................... ........................ 2.......333...........
 
100 *.... .332 .......................... 22...... 2. .... ............... .333...........*
 
102 *2... .232............ 22............... 2222.................... .... . .. 333...........*
 
104 * 3............. 2.................. 322........................2Z..2 .... 333...........*
 
Figure 4-22. INVENTORY BOUNDARY MAP BY BOUNDARY ENHANCEMENT, CHANNELS 1 - 12, 






tIEL _ PFC' _'J ."J _ C "-1L r_-Z?5 ___ -8 
LTITUDE- 2000 FT. Q&TF RECZQOED- 6/30/66
 
£-I%'EL IAV- LENGTH(-ICRn IS) 
1 0.40 - 0.44 
9~fl3fy _Qff pfCE LMIS. 
SYMI''LS= V - VFUTICAL 'U1fW4iiY H - HgqTj3NrAL I30UNDAAY
 
- IH ERTiC4l &'40 'IORIZO TAI, IU'Q4SY
 
SAMitLL '46IJN'ER 
111I11111?2 .'222 33331333444 44444--555s555555666666kk6+-66T7.7-T7l7 88...... 
1914 (7L ?-)t?1r 789*1234S(,7o4*3456749423456789 'ii2 5Ci89 1734';678g*1734567B9*123 
I. ........................................... ....... ..
 
• . ooo.. . oo.o.o.,.. V..+............... ++.,........V.. o.........o . ....
..




..................... .......... .................. . . . ...................
 
C5-17 7. . . . . . ................ s
 
............ . IV........., .. o .
........  . .V...............o.
 
-L ........ 1 v 1. . .V............ . . . . ......... ..... I I 
 .. .............
 
.............................. H.Ii...V......................V . ..........
 
I.............................V I I I I II IIII I I I I ...... I. I. I. I..V . .I. .
 
. .......................... . ......... HH...... .......... V.......................
 
13 .o*.ooHI'H o.,.oo...................... I .I NV .. I-H.. oH- ......... HHH
 
................. ................................. V....I...lI.....I .. V.
 
................ V ......................... V......... .....H
........ .. ...  V.....
 




S ...................... q........ o.......... .V . . ..................... V....
 








C 22 ..................... V ..................................V........................
4........................ VI.................... V.... .. ... V........... ....... .... V....
 
v? .................... V. ...... V................ V.-... ................. ...
 
2...........................VV. Z........... ....... i.... ...... 

........................ .................................... V.................... V.....
 
L 27 . ........ .. Ho..o .V................................... V.................... .
 
1m~m1 . ..... I.........V.... V............................... V .........................




32 ................. ....... ........................ V.....................
 
31 ...................... ................................ .................... .....
 
05 -5.... H........... .............. .... H...........V. ...........................
 
3" ..-.................... V.I. ......................... HV. ................. V....
 
15 ...................... V............ , ........... _.................. .:H.......
 




t3 .. o .. H orI..H-I.HHHAI.VI[............o o.I.Ho ooHHHHH. ...
. ,oo.( IV............... . . . HH
 
4 .................. ...... H ......... H..4.......... . ... .. ......... .HV.H.- ..
 
41.................................. ............-. V........... ............. V...........
 








45- o....oo... ................ .......... V..................... V............
C58 467....... -I--.. .. ...... V....... ................
 




5n....................... H........... . ................. V................... V...........
 
91 .................................... V................ V.............
 










ALTITUDE- 2000 FT. DATE RECORDED- 6/30/66 
CIIAWN4EL WAVE L ENGTH(I 4 ) 
11 0.72 ,- 0.80 
__! VERCE T C1NF1JEJCF LIMIT$----------- ........
 
SYHMWLS= V - VEITICAL PHOAIlDARY H - HARIZJqTAL B1U1OARY 
X - 'FI VVRTICAL RI Z.-\T-L 0)UND-RY --
SAMPLF 'UMqER
 
11 It111111222?22?72 1333331344.44444445555555555666666666 T7ZZ777778$8
 
1254 62.4l2i{s6tH9*l2345(,7eI91234567qM123456789*123456789*123456789123456789*I23 
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Figure 4-28. MEAN VECTOR CORRELATION MATRIX, COVARIANCE MATRIX, AND NORMALIZED
 










Table 4-2. MEAN VECTOR AND COVARIANCE MATRIX OF C5-17 SECTION A
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Table 4-3. MEAN VECTOR AND COVARIANCE MATRIX OF C5-17 SECTION B 
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Table 4-4. DIVERGENCE MATRIX USING ALL 12 CHANNELS F 
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Table 4-5. CONTRIBUTION TO THE DIVERGENCE MATRIX FROM COVARIANCE MATRICES m 
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Table 4-6. CONTRIBUTION TO THE DIVERGENCE MATRIX FROM MEAN VECTORS 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The most significant results of this study are the development of two
 
statistical algorithms for determination of inventory boundaries within a tar­
get area from multispectral remotely sensing data without reference to any
 
ground truth or training data. The samples within each individual area bounded
 
by the inventory boundaries, called an inventory area, constitute a homogeneous
 
population. The first algorithm is based on a principle of boundary enhance­
ment which involves area smoothing and taking absolute value of the 2-direc­
tional difference of the smoothed data. The second algorithm is based on the
 
statistical variation of the multispectral data and the confidence limit of the
 
statistical estimation. The two algorithms are thus basically opposite in
 
their underlying principles, since the first relies more heavily on the mean
 
of the data; while the second relies more heavily on the variation of the data
 
about the mean. As such, they really compensate each other. These two algorithms
 
have been implemented into digital computer programs.
 
In addition, several other computer programs have also been developed for
 
general statistical analysis of multispectral data. Specifically, these programs
 
are for calculating the mean vector, correlation matrix, covariance matrix,
 
and univariate probability density distribution from the inventory area, and
 
for calculating the divergence matrix among various inventory areas. The
 
divergence is a statistical measure for separability or dissimilarity between
 
inventory areas. Also developed is a grey level plotting program for 2­
dimensional digital display of a single-channel record which may be either raw
 
data or final classified output data.
 
The capability of the above computer programs for automatic determination
 
of inventory boundaries has been successfully demonstrated on a set of remotely
 
sensed data obtained by the University of Michigan Multispectral Scanner over
 
some agricultural fields at a flight altitude of 2000 feet.
 
The most important advantage of the data analysis methods is data com­






location of inventory boundaries and associated aerial average over the inventory
 
area. Two to three orders of magnitude of reduction in data flow rate and
 
total computation time may result.
 
One drawback of the two algorithms for inventory boundary detection is that
 
the boundaries sometimes do not close. To remedy this drawback, a new algorithm
 
for automatic sequential classification of multispectral data into homogeneous
 
populations (without reference to any training set) has been proposed (ref. 13).
 
The performance of the new algorithm will be reported in the future, for it
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